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Foreword
../

Marine eduCation is a relatively new term eh1 acing a
multi-disciplinary Opproach to learning aboity# e marine
environment: how it relates to people and .ho people
change and relate to it. These units dre'ir*nqii ed to serve
as points of departure for teachers and students who
desireto increase their awareness of the wateil, world of
this blue planet. Each unit includes ideas and activities
drawn from a variety of content areas so that teachers of
many different subjects at the junior, high an,dr middle
school levels can make use of them. These units may. .be
used in their entirety or used as.idea or activity sources to
infuse into the usual curriculum,

1 -1
Our objective is, MI help teachers make learning more water-
relatec-We did not plan a structural sequence of topics for
grades 5.9 but rather offer these teachers guides\tind
student pages for your consideration.

The general focus within these units is the Gulf of Maine.
As the th.ilf extends from Cape Cod to Nova Scotia it
washes an extremely long and varied coast. We have
dredged and seined themes froin the activities, concerns,
organisms, vessels and the past of.this vast watery region
of North America. We aim to be inclusive rather than
exclusive, suggestive rather than factual, and stimulating
rather than expert. Our hope is that your students will
become more questioning, interested, and critical of watery
concerns. We hope your use of these materials will add
water back into our culture. It

O

John W. Butzo0,/
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A Note on Measures and Gender
,,

The length Measurements of vessels ih this unit are
generally provided in metric units to encourage
kpplementation of the metric system in the classroom.
Weights or displacements are described in both long v.
and metric ions; Lengths of traditional boats are ,

k retained as is the customary system, for example,
as a 16' skiff.

. . .

A number of occupational words have, as yet no9
generally used non-seXist equivalent. We have,

.
therefore, retained use of the terms fisherman and
lobsterman for either sex.

vi
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The special purpose of "What is Our 'Maritime Heritage ?" is to familiarize
teachers and students with our heritage of ships'and their importance to us today.
It is not intended that the teacher necessarily follow the order, as presented in the
unit. Class adaptations reflecting the teacher's pieferences are encouraged.

Each major ship type or concern is presented as a arate section. Backgrpund,
information is give'', for the, teacher to present to t class as a group, or to

' individuals for reading. Drawings are synchron ed to the background material and
are found in the packet.

Following the teacher background rmation section, a series of suggested
: multidisciplinary activities/projects e listed. It is not intended for every activity to

be done by the class. Teacher student modification and additions are
encouraged.

Since students will e- ringing in articles, projects, and reports concerning the
various ship types is recommended that file folders be set up to help you. organize
the material. These could be the basis for reference files use in the future:

Since this is an inter-digciplinary infusion unit, no attempt was made to include an
evaluation device for measuring student learning. It is suggested that a test be
constructed based on how the-unit was used. Objective questions can.bedrawn'
from the teacher background information. The most appropriate, questions for this
unit are aimed at reasoning abilities and synthesizing Information. Projects
and reports can also be used as a'basis for evaluation.

Our Ntaritime Heritge
For thousands of years people all over the world

have traded or moved goods over long distances .
by water transport on either rivers, lakes, or
oceans. This is true today even though the types of
vessels and the products they carry have changed
dramatically. While passengers now rely upon the
automobile and airplane for rapid transport to most
areas of the world, large freight' and fuel. cargoes
are still moved most efficiently over the waters of
*earth% dace. This unit will explore some of
the vessel type whJetrpr ople have relied.

Forty Water Transportation

The first boat.
The earliest boats were probably sitnple logs

which people held onto for support.when crossing
a body of water. In order to move their belongings
with them, they had to lash several logs together
with vines or reeds which grew near the water's
edge. The several logs now formed a floating
platform qr raft which either drifted on the water
current or was pushed as the person walked'
through shallow water. In deeper bodies of water,
people pushed against the bottom of the lake or
river with long poles while standing on the raft. The
method of propulsion remained in the muscles of
the person who owned the boat.

Native American Boats
Americans found that by carefully burning only

the inside of a large tree trunk and scooping out
the ashes, they could make a boat in which they
could sit, anduhich would keep theirbelongings in

, one place and dry. Sharp rocks and clam shells
were common tools for hollowing out the log.

The dugout canoe was easier to puskor paddle,
than a raft and,much easier to steer. Fic)wever,
these holloWed tree trunks were very heavy when



removed from the water. Native Americans knew
that birch bark is oily and repells water By
inserting wooden frame members into an envelope
of birch bark, they created a canoe which was
lighter, waterproof, and as Jong or short as was
desired by the builder. Many of the techniques
Native Arhericans used to bend wood for the
canoe frame and prepare the bark covering are
used today to construct small sail and rowboats.

Buoyancy and Flotation
Boat float because. their weight is less than that

of an equal volume of water. While boats may be
made of materials which themselvar will not float
such as steel or concrete, the weight of the boat
hull including its skin, nbs and contents, incluNng

\air, must be less than an equal volume of water or
the boat will go down.

Actually, boats'are usually much lighter per
volume or much less dense than water which
weights one gram per cm3 (cubic centimeter) or
one metric ton (1000 kg) per cubic meter. In a
general way, the lighter the vessel is, compared
with an equal volume of water, the more of it will
be visible above the surface of the water

The floating boat is held up by a buoyant foice
which gives the boat the property of being able to
float called buoyancy. Buoyant force can be

.imagined by considering the part of the boat hull
that extends downward into the water to be a
"hole" in the water which the water constantly tries
to squeeze out. The water pushes the hull upward
until the boat's weight equals the weight of the
water which would fill the hole that the hull makes
in the water.

The weight,of a vessel can be deteimined if the
portion oLthe hull-Which extends below the water
lev bold be cut off and, assuming a negligible

thickness, filled with water. The weight of the
ter equal to the submerged part would be the

vessel's weight. In international trade vessels, water
equivalent weight or displacement is.measured in
long tons or in metric tons. A long 'ton equals 2240
pounds. A metric ton equals 1Q00 kilograms which
is equivalent to,2240 pounds irrstandard
measurement.

When'tornmercial vessels are described, the
term usually used is not the displacement but
rather the maximum safe load weight. This
capacity in weight of the vessel is called the
deadweight to na of the vessel,which is the
difference bet eon t e d displacement and
the unloaded displacement. ne deadweight
tonnage is the maximum load capacity of the vessel
while its displacement is simply its weight. Both are
expressed in either metric or long tons.

2

Building, a
Whitehall Rowing Boat

Today, watercraft are built in a wide variety of
sizes and from a vast array of materials Huge
naval vessels are built at the Bath Iron Works of
modules or -cciriegments of metal which
include pipes, electrical fittings and other gear
These modules are later assembled, into a whole
ship. Space-age technology has produced tough
'animates of plastics that can be warmed and
molded into the hull of a smallcanoe or rowing
boat This procedure virtually produces a vessel in
one step.

Wkodenyessels traditionally have been built
frornmall three dimensional models of tlieir hulls,
called half models. Scale diagrams, often at a one
inch to one foot scale,are then produced. These
scale diagrams are called line diagrams or lines
plans. The next step is to make a, full size set of
plans which is done on the floor of a large room.
This process is called lofting after the large loft
space where, it takes place, Next, a temporary
framework or mold is built to tie together the
boat's backbone structures. Ribs are bent and
supported in the mold structure and then the skin
or planking is attached. Finally, finishing and
interior work is completed.

The following, section describes in considerable
detail the construction of a wooden vessel. Those
not interested in the technical aspects of this
process maywish to proceed to the section,
"Masts, Yards, and Sails."

Whitehall boat

----___
, -------

Plans and Process /
Our treatment of boat const(uction will deal with

the traditional and recently cevived methods for
making wooden boats. The following example is
largely taken from procedures used at the Marine
Trades Center for Washington County Vocational
Technical Institute. In this school boatbuilding .

students make a Whitehall rowing boat as part of
the first ye r of their course. '

The wdrk the Whitehall begins with the
selection.of terials for construction. Wood must

11



be strong and Beater resistant In our region, white
cedar is often best for skin planking while the
heavier, stronger white oak is a good selection for
backbone strut teamed

,

, .... .

sections that cut the hull crossways These stations
are placed of even intervals along the length-of -the
boat Stations are seen'as sections in a third view,
the sectional view of body plan The of6ets ore- the

and bent which makes it a very versatile wood
Other regionally important woods, such as white
pine and spruce for masts and ash in place of oak,
should also be noted Exotic woods not regionally
grown, such as mahogany ana teak, are often used
for trim.

Fasteners must be away from or resistant to the
highly corrosive salt water Silicon bronze screws
and copper rivets are preferred below the water
line, although some workboats Ere fastened
together with hot galvanized steel Waterproof

---, glues such "as resorcinal or epoxyiare preferred
All pints are coated with a non hardening

compound to keep out water andhence prevent
rot The whole vessel is coated-with specially
prepared manne paints and varnishes to lengthen
the life of the perishable wood With the necessary
materials-at hand, actual construction begins with a
self designed plan or half model or alternatively
with plans purchased from boating publications,

boat designers or copied full scale from
an admired craft.

The plan one receives froma designer includes
two major parts, the lines plan (profile view and
plan or side view) and the body plan including a'
table of offsets &rice the hull is symmetrical about
the center line, or CL, only half of it needs to be
drawn.

The Lines Pion

PLAN VIEW FIG 2

The sheer line is the line where the top of the,
hull and the deck meet. The load water line, or
LWL, is the line on the hull which the surface of
the water makes when the boat s afloat Water
lines are,straight reference lines parallel to the
LWL in the profile view. In the plan view, they are
also known as water lines aAd they appear curved
like contour lines. Buttock appear as straight
refer,enc,e lines in-the plan view and contour lines in
the profile view. The stations are planes that ale,
perpendicular toboth the CL and the LWL;

4

numerical measurements given for the various lines
at each station They appear in a table

Working to a scale of 1" = the.designer is
!united in his p'recision A 1,8** error on the drafting
board corresponds to a 112' error full size So it is
necessary to redraw the lines of the boat full size
on a whiter painted floor known as the, loft floor or

,mold loft. from,the full size drawing, patterns can
be made. A grid is made with the waterlines and
station lines from the profile view If space is a
limiting ractor, the plan view with CL and buttocks
is superimposed The offsets ore then measured off
at their respective locations When all the
hieasuremegts- 'particular waterline; or WL,
hate been madra long straight grdinecr flexible
wooden batten is bent between the individual
points giving a continuous curve The curve is
checked by eyelor fairness As the fainns,of the
lines continoes_all offsets are checked and changes
are made as necessary, so that all three views (the
profile, the plan, and thee sectional) agree with each
other

Molds.andPatterns
When lofting is complete, patterns are made out

of 1/2" pine or 118" masonite for the various keel
parts. Also-each station is transferred to 1" spruce

The BOdy-Pionft

SAW! 1.ht
a

AI I

STATION 3

WL '
LOAD WALLA L.Alt

Art.

Table of Offsets
.A, ..,..,4,iv.... A 3 I 111TiON

rF w,.,: ojo I t. )0 o.. Ili 143'0 II I: WIe
Writ. °° oft, t' 'St t 000 "..,..

, 3: I 141,..--- .--- wt.

OrPSITS iViN tt ttlt,"11tHIS, t16DIAS

form's, which are called +Ids These molds are
temporary and are removed as the boat is finished,

One method of transferring the lines to the wood
is by laying 4 penny nails on the floor with their
heads aligned with the line that's to be transferred.
The piece of wood for the mold or pattern is then
carefully laidon top of the nails and pressed down
hardThe impression of the nail head 19 left on the
piece, which can now be cut to shape on the band
saw.

3 f2



Setting Up
A-strong back is made out of two by fours'to

brace the keel and molds during construction. The
only requirements are that it be rigid and stationary
or, if the boat is large, the strong back is
sometimes eliminated and the keel is secured to
posts which hold it in place. The molds are braced
from the ceiling. The keel patterns are then traced

, on the oak keel stock and the various keel parts
are cut out.

The planking rabbet is then cut in the various
parts This is the groove in the backbone where
the hull planking will join it. The angle of the rabbet
changes quickly at the ends, of the boat. The keel

. parts are bolted together, and bedding compound
is first applied Stopwaters or pine dowels are
drilled through the joints in way 9f the rabbet. The
stopwaters swell and prevent water from wicking
along the joint and finding its way into the boat

Molds are then erected on the keel and checked
for spacing, plumb, and level, for correct height
using a string down the CL of the boat as a
reference W, and for square to CL by measuring
both sides of mold from some point on the stem
When, all the molds are set correctly, they are
securely braced.

1.

Lining Off the Planking
. Since the distance from the rabbet to the sheer

line vanes from the bow to the stern, the plank
widths atAach station must be found One method
is to makra base line slightly longer than the
longest girth (usually just aft of amidships). This
line is then divided evenly by as many spaces
which are to have planks. From one of the space
marks close td the center, one erects a
perpendicular with a carpenter's square and then
connects the tip of the perpendicular to the various
diviiion marks on the original line.

Now, have a triangularshaped diagram with
rays goi om the vertex to the base line
divisions 'To find the plank width for a given mold,
bend a flexible batten around the mold from the
rabbet to the sheer line and transfer the sheer line
to the batten. Now one uses the triangle for
moving the batten parallel to its base line until the
two outside rays of the triangle coincide with the
measurement on the batten. At this point each ray
is transferred to-the batten, the batten taken back
to the mold and the division lines are transferred to
each mold. Now one runs long thin battens along
plank lines to check for fairness and adjust as
necessary.

Timbering Out
Ribbands,built up of strips of ,spruce to a total

size of 11/4 x PA" for a small boat to 2" x 4" for a
large boat are fastened-to the molds in a fore and
aft direCtion every 6" to 12" along the side of the
hull. These are temporary and make the boat look
like a basket at this point. The insides of the

0

4

..

Midship Station Mold
braced in place.
Typical Strongback Setup.

nbbands are marked for the locations of the
timbers. -*

Timber stock cut out of planks is steamed one
hour for each inch of thickness in a steam box.
These are taken out one by one and bent into
place inside the nbbands. They are then held in
place with laltIps. Timbering out is fast work. The
timbers, sometimes with a little persuasion, bend
right into place. It is common to timber out a 30
footer in a day with a crew of three.

a

.Bending
,steamed oak
limbers inside
the ribbands.

13
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Planking
Determining plank shapes is done by spiling. A

flexible spilinl batten about 1,/,4" thick and 3/4"
wide is wrapped around the molds, being careful
not4to set it edgewise Then a 'pair of dividers or a
thin blotk is used to span the gap between the
predetermined plank line on the mqld and the
batten. This is done at each mold' The rabbet at
the foreward end is marked in this manner also
Theltransom need only be marked appropriately
since the plank is allowed to run by the transom-to
beit)mmed flush ,Iater.

e first plank to go on is usually the bottom or
garboard. This is also usually the hardest to fit
because of the curve at the stem rabbet
Sometimes a pattern must be made of the forward
end of the garboard to help thirts out Once the
garboard has been fitted to the rabbet, the widths
of the plank at the various stations may be
measured and the plank's top edge cut to final
shape.

"e

Sailing 1111 I '-
Batten

I T T

la* '7-7;

Plank -) Dividers

A Spiling Batten is used to find the
shape of each successive plank. 9

The sequence of applying planks is usually to
=start at the garboard then to the sheer strake,
alternating and closing 'von a point just below the
turn of the bilge,.:Thenbbands4aro,iemoved otie by
one as they are met in the way of th'e planking
operation. The plank edges must be beveled
slightly to make a wedge-shaped caulking seam A
1/1,6" gap is formed at thtouter edge, tight on the
inside. At the turn of the bilge, the planks must
sometimes-be hollowed out on the inside to lie
flush bn the' timbers.

Caulking and Fairing the Hull
Whew the planking is complete, the seams are

,caulked with cotton. For a,small boat such as a
Whitehall, the caulking cotton is in the form of thin
yard or wicking. Thisis rolled into the seams with
a tool resembling a dull pizza cutter. On a large
boat the cotton used is jn the'-form of a continuous

.
strand of 1/2" diameter cotton batting and is driven
into tH'e seams with a mallet and a dull flat b,laded
caulking iron Immediately after the cotton-i
applied, the seams are painted with primer so that
the'cotton will not creep out of the seams

Now the hull is planed smooth Holes are filled
Final sanding and first primer coat are applied The
seams are then filled with a non hSrdening * , .
compound and small gouges are filled with a plastic
putty

-Interior Joinery
The hull is primed inside with aprimer if it is to

be painted, varnished if it is to t1 brig4the
breasthook at the bow and quarter knees at the
stern are fitted by making patterns of thin pine to
fit and then tracing them on oak st The
inwales and rubrailsare fastened in lace. The
thwart riser is 'walled which is a le gthwise batten
on which the thwarts rest The thwa is and thwart
knees are installed. Patterns are help ere
Cleats and,oaklock sockets complete the interior
carpentry And then, the final coats oPpaint are
installed inside and out The toxic antifouling paint
iapplied to the bottom about twelve hours before
laurtChing.

nen it's time to get out the champagne'1

Masts, Yards, and Sails
Not all sailing ships are rigged in the same

manner. Specific sailing ships are designed for
specific purposes, be it a Clipper ship, freighting
Docvneaster, or yacht.

On four-masted sailing vessels, the first mast
nearest the bow is the foremast. The masts
following are the mainmast, the mizzen, and the

-jigger.
Sail plans can designate over thirty separate sails

on a single vessel, but we can classify, sailing
vessels by the mast and yard arrangement A yard
is a wooden crosspiece from which sails hang on a
mast There are two major types of sail plans, '`
square rigs and fore and aft or schooner rigs

5

14

Masts on a Four-Masted Bark
14.
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Ship

Four Masted
Schooner (Downeaster7

Rigging of Ships
4

Brig

Sqiiare rigs are four-sided canvases (though not
always eXactly square), schooner rigs are large.
triangular canvases. The 'combinations of these rigs
as they are hung'frOnn the masts determine the
type of ship.

Not all sailing vessels are ships Ship nggi41
implies that three or more niasts must all be
square-rigged, Ttvo-masted vessels with square
rigging are'called brigs. A bessel,with at least three
masts,'the fore and main masts square rigged,, and
the mizzen mast schooner rigged, is a bark
Vessels with at least two masts, all of them
schboner rigged, are simply schooner no natter
how large. Sloops are small one masted vessels,
fore-and-aft rigged with at least a fib and main sail
Usually, the name sloop is'used with a small vessel
whose mast is somewhat foreward of amidships

Shapes
Sail shapes are not completely square and

triangular,,sonne'are gaff sails in_which the shape is
like a triangle with the top point eliminated.

Fore-and'-'aft rigged vessels usually had masts
made in a 'single piece. A few, topsail schooners,
had square-rigged sails set above the triangular
fore-and-aft sails and, therefore, had several pieces

' to their masts. Pieces and sails were named from
,top to bottom. The names for sails are royal,
topgalrant, topsail, and course Foremasts, the `

pieces are royal, topgallant, topmast, and lower.

)

Lines
Square rigged vessels are designed tb catch the

maximum wind, providing it eonnes directly from
behind the intended direction, When winds were

Schooner

`1

6

Bark

Sloop

The Parts of a Sail

Square Sall .

wa

Masts; Yards & Sails of a Squareyger

topmost

.
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Lines that control the sails

unfavorable, yards could be hauled to adjust the
angle between the sail and wind but this was very
limited. Since canvas became extremely heavy
when wet, and in the days before syntheiics, also
rotted easily when wet, stormy weather signaled
that the sails needed to be furled or rolled Up' on -
the yards This was accomplished by sailors who
Stood on the foot ropes and leaned over the yard
while they pulled up the sail hand over hand. This
work often had to be'accomplished in the dark, in
a driving rain. 00

Working a fore-and-aft rigged vessel could be
largely done from th deck. Often when

unfavorable weather set in, the sail tension could
be released, the sails luffed up and left until
favorable winds,returned.

Sails, yards and lines are adjusted with pulleys
which are called blocks because the body of the
pulley is cut from a single wooden block. The
wheel part of the pulley is called the sheaye and
the axle on which the sheave rotates is the pin. An
arrangement of a pulley and lines is called a block
and tackle. In our illustration we:have one block
with a single sheave and one with two sheaves.
The mechanical advantage of such an arrangement
is the ratio of the weight to the force needed to lift it:

Mechanical Advantage = Weight
Force

As a generalization whicfi ignores the friction of the
lines on the sheaves, the mechanical advantage is
equal to the number of lines that actually support
the weight. In our illustration there are three lines
supporting the weight; sp we would expect a
mechanical advantage of three. More or less lines
and blocks can produce much more or much less
advantage. This help is welcome to lesson
backbreaking,lator.

7

Block 8; Tackle

sits ailing
To learn to sail safely requires a great deal of

time and should be taught by..an exaert teacher. In
this treatment only the most basic points can be
described. The perfect situation for:either the
square-ngged or forend-aft rigged vessel is with
the, wind astern. The sensation fr6m the vessel on
a warm day should he most pleasant. Witha
frictionless hull, boat speed would be the same and
into the same direction as that toward which the
wind blows. You look astern and, see a nice wake
indicating good speed, sails are nicely bellowed,,and
there is no apparent wind on you.

Conditions such as that rarely occur. It is easy
to See that a sailing vessel cannot sail directly into
the wind. While the closeness to the wind
direction will vary because of ship design, for the
plirpoSe of this unit, let's dse the value 45 degrees
from the wind direction as our culibff value. This
means that when the angle from the intended
course to the wind direction becOmes less than 45°
you must either furl sail or change course. With a
large square rigger and a very 'Strong wiriA, the
choice may well be furl sail.

Usually the alternative is to sail a zig-zag pattern..
in.which the overall course is in t1-4 intended

Limit of angle between
Wind and course, which
allows ship to move ahead

a t
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direction but course is altered twalternativelyiet
the ship's momentum carry it through the wind and
let the wind push the vessel

This procedure Js called tacking. Tacking a large
square-rigged vessel can be a massive undertaking
for a score of fhen. If the wind were very strong a
might be better to sail around in a circle to avoid
problems a process described as wearing ship

Tacking a fore-and-aft rigged vessel is usually
much simpler. The sails are slackened as the vessel
moves through the wind while the lines and sails
are ha4led to the other side. With a winch or a
small gasoline engine a fairly large schooner rigged
vessel can be tacked by a very small crew

/

Northern New England
Ships and Sailing

Whaling Vessels
One of the most important industries,of New

England during the 1800's was directed to hunting
hales and producing whale oil as a fuel and
lubncant. Other parts of the whales were used for

.......2grfumes and skirt hoops. The whaling fleets sailed
out of New Bedford, and Nantucket Island,
Massachusetts, Mystic, Connecticut, Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, and Portland, Maine as well as
many other coastal ports. Voyages were often
Three ypars long and the work was dangerous and
dirty. Often whaleships'disappeared without a trace
in the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans. When a ship
returned successfully, the owners and crew would .

divide, many thousands of dollars in profits.
,Whaleships were.generally around 37 meters

long and had many different sail riggings. Each ship
was equipped with four or six whale boats' which
were lowered tl-chase and capture the prey. Each
of these boats tiad to be rowed by a crew under
the direction of the harpooner. A harpoon is a
sharp, barbed spear which was attached to a rope
Dead whales were towed back to the ship where
the fatty blubber was removed and boiled down
into oil. The ship's carpenter was kept busy,
building oil kegs and repairing whaleboats.

The whaling industry began'to die out in New
England with the discovery of underground
.petroleum in Pennsylvania in the late 1800's. The
last whaling voyage from New England, which was
in 1925, lasted only two days when the bark
Wanderer sailed from Ntw Bedford, only to be
wrecked in a storm on Cuttyhunk Island.

There is only one remaining whaleship from the
New England fleets in existence, the Charles W
Morgan, which is on display at Mystic Seaport in

' Mystic, Connecticut.
During the long voyages, sailors would carve'

designs or scratch pictures into whalebone as a
_pastime. This was known as scrimshaw. Usually

scrimshaw pictures were of what was available to
sketch. We therefore have a good idea of what a

ate

sailor thought of and appreciated most during
. those years at sea. Often pictures were of other

ships, sailors, or the wives left back at port

Clipper Ship
Clippers were the fastest sailing ships to, ever

enter merchant service The 'Sped across the
oceans from New York and Liverpool to India and
China, carrying back tea, spices, and silk. The
market prices for these. goods were highest for
those shippers who could supply them fastest,

.which explains the quest for speed. .
This design of the ship was invented and built by

Donald McKay, originally of Nova Scotia His
Boston 'yard produced ships which bore names
suggestive of speed and greatness, such as Flying
Cloud, Lightning, tyightingale, Ariel and Black
Pnnce. The last clipper built was the Glory of the
Seas, in 1858.

Clippers featured large, square-rigged sails, and
tall, sharp bows and sterns. This shape helped the
ship plunge through the seas, and cargo space was
sacrificed to streamline the vessel Because clippers
were built for speed, their masters pushed them to
the limits of their designs. Sometimes a ship would
plunge into a large wave at high speed and never
come to the'surface again.

Clipper ships remained in service until
steamships proved more reliable While clippers
sometimes could move at speeds of 19 knots (35
km/hr), which was faster than steamships of the
day, steamships had the advantage because they
did not slow down when the wind died. These
proud, beautiful, romantic ships ended their days
as barges, hauling fertil&er from Afnca to Europe
The last clipper ship in existence is the Cutty Sark

4

in England.

Downeast Schooner
The Coasts of Maine, New Hampshire, and

Massachusetts were the greatest producers of
sailing ships in the world, due to the abundance of
lumber. The sailing vessels built on the coast were
designed to carry freight lots of it around the
world or up and down the American coast.
Downeasters had greater cargo space than clippers
due to their long, boxy hulls. These.,vessels were
not designed for speed, but to move freight cheaply
and in great volume

Schooners and ships were commonly built with
three, four:five, or six masts Only one ship, the
iron-hulled Thomas W. Lawson, was built with
seven masts The size of the Lawson, 135 m x
17 m, was her undoing, as she proved too big to
turn in a breeze and was finally lost-in a storm off

(England. The largest schooner built in Maine was
the. Wyorhing built in Bath in 1909.

Schooners from Bath and Searsport, Maine
continued to be built until the end of World War 1.
Some were sent to Florida to move supplies in
when that state was developing; many were burned
or sunk, some abandoned. Today, the remains of

91 8
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Thomas W. Lawson

the Luther Little and the Hesper can be seen in
Wiscasset, Maine The hulk of the five master,
Cora A. Cressey rests in Bremen, Maine while
other hulks can be seen in Boothbay and
Frankfort, Maine. These are representative of all
that remain of hundreds of ships born along this
coast.

There are still sailing ships afloat as museum
pieces in New York, Philadelphia, and San
Francisco, to name a few places. While these ships
are mostly of European origin, they still bear the
designs and dimensions of the Yankee Downeaster

The Decline of the Dovimeaster
Sailing vessels played a most important role in

the history and development of the States of New
Hampshire and Maine. This region has been one of
the leaders in wooden shirAilding and world -wide
commerce since the founding of our country
more especially during the golden age of sail in the
1800's. The great fleet of downeasters built during'
the latter part of the last century represented the
area's greatest success. The building of the
railroads eventually dealt a severe blow to the
sailing vessels. However, the major factor_that
resulted in the disappearance of the small coasting
schooners, which were once so prevalent, was the
use of motor trucks in the transportation of freight
and produce to the remote coastal areas not
served by the railroads. .

Sailing vessels were of various sizes and rigs,
depending upon the uses for which they were built.
Ocean going ships_were built for foreign trade and
were squire- rigged vessels. The two-masted crafts
were, brigs, or topsail schooners, and the three or
four-masted,crafts were brigs, or ships,

,

Square-rigged vessels which were used for long
ocean voyages ad a tendency to perform better
than the schoo

It
rs in heavy seas, and there was

less wear and tear on the sl* and the rigging.
However, because they requiVed a much larger
crew to man and were morecostly to operate than
the schooners uhth their fore-and-aft rigs., they
were replaced by.the schooners in the coastal
trade. By the turn of the 20th century, nearly all
sailing craft built in the United States were fore-
and-aft rigged.

10

It should be noted that the\levelopmerrt of the
steamship also had a great de 4l to do with the
eventual disappearance of the
Steamships proved more depe
their destination at a specified
smaller crews to operate them
were used chiefly in the coal tr
Atlantic Coast, and were later
barges and steamships

The building of sailing vessel was widely sPread
along the Northern New Englarid coast, especially
so during the latter part of the 19th century After
1900, very few schooners were built and only the
older established yards remained in business Most
of the schooners built after 1900 were the three,
four, five, and six masters. Some of the ships were
built foriprivate owners, some for large shipping
companies, and many were built fora large number
of shareholders. The most usual share breakdown
was 64ths. In this way, if a ship Aboi-lost it would
be possible for as many as 64 individuals to share
the loss of the craft on an equal basis. It was
possible for individuals to hold several 64ths, such
as 1/32, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, or 1/2 with each of the last
stated fraction parts based on 64th. The builders,
local merchants, shipping agents, sea captains, or
any interested party could become a shareholder.

Between 1900 and the outbreak of World War I,
shipyards sprang up in many coastal communities
that had not been building vessels foryears
including Bath, Rockland, Thomaston, Waldoboro,
Camden, Phippsburg, Richmond, and Milbridge.

With the close of WWI and certainly after 1922,
the building of commercial sailing vessels came to
an end. A few small bay coasters were built in
Stoningtoi and a large two-masted schooner, the
Anna Sophia was built in Dennysville. The last
commercial saili g vessel built in Maine was
launched in 19 . It was the schooner Endeavor
built by the Bi mgs Brothers on Deer Isle.

In the mid 900-1910 period, a 350 ton three-
masted sch ner could be built for approximately
$25,000. But, during the World War I period, the
cost had escalated to $75,000 or $90,000. Four-
masted schrioners cost from $175,000 to $200,000.
Most of these. schooners never made enough
Money to pay for their original cost.

When freights became unobtainable, the
schooners had to be laid up, and many were sold
for very small sums. for less than $1,000. A few
of the large schooners continued to operate until
World War II when the demand for ships of any
type increased. Many of the schooners that had
been out of commission for years were
recommissioned and pressed into service. At the
close of that conflict the demand for commercial
craft virtually ended, with the exception of the
smaller bay coasters that remained in use for
several more years in transporting pulpwood and
other bulky cargos.

The cargoes of the coastal schooners usually
consisted of lumber, laths, or pilings when going
from Maine or New Hampshire to the Westward.
Some vessels specialized in carrying granite or
building stone, others in carrying limestone. Before

ailing craft
dable in reaching
ime, and required .

Large schooners
de along the
Is° replaced by' ,
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the days of electncal refrigeration and the
manufacture of artificial ice, madv large schooners
were engaged in carrying ice to various Atlantic
coast ports. Some even carried cargoes of ice to
foreign countries. The small schooners, called bay
coasters, carried cargoes of cord wood, pulp wood,
kiln wood, and some were regularly engaged in
general freighting. They supplied the coastal
communities with food and other materials that
could reach the areas by no other means of
transportation.

The larger schooners that sailed to New York,
or beyond, were almost always able' to obtain a
load of coal for, the return trip to Maine. Schooners
in the Boston trade were sometilmes able to get
partial loads of freight on the return trip.

Most of the coastal shipping was carried on from
late M4rch to late November or early December-
and the vessels were tied up during the winter
months. The large schooners usually kept their
sails bent, that is, attached to the gaff .and boom
during the winter. However, they were fl led in
such a way that no material damage could be done
to them. It was not a long tedious job in getting tre
vessels ready for sea in the spring, unless some
major repairs had to be made. The painting was
usually done during the time that might be available
between trips, and in some cases during the trip
itself.

Since schooners did not operate in the winter,
crews were usually without work during the long
winter period. Some of the schooners, however,
_wade a trip to the West Indies during the winter
Months to give year round employment to the4

vessel and crew. Wages for the crew were low.
Seamen were paid from $35 to $50 per month,
mates from $ki to $75, cooks from $60 to $75 and
captains from $100 to $150 per month. In most
cases the seamen foundat necessary to obtain
employment on shore during the winter months in
order to obtain a living wage. The captains,
however were usually free during the winter, and it
was a common sight to see a group of them gather
at a country store where they would spend
countless hours recalling incidents that had
happened during past sailing seasons.

In the mid to late 1920's, wages increased
approximately $10 pet month for each category of
the crewand as the number of sailing vessels
decreased, it.became increasingly difficult to obtain
qualified crew men. Considering the minimum
length of a working day was twelve hours during
sailing, and possibly, -more during adverse weather
conditions, it is easy to see why crews for the
schooners were hard to find.

NatioNfide regulations also hastened the demise
of.commercial sailing in coastwide trade One such
regulation was the U.S. Coast Guard rulings
requiring Pliinsoll Marks lines painted on the
hull of merchant vessels showing lawful
submergence levels. Another regulation was the
requirement of the Longshoreman's Union that no
ship's crew should be engaged in unloading cargo.
The first regulation resulted in the vessels carrying
less cargo, thuS lower revenue, and theitecond
meant keeping a crew on pay during the unloading
process. The two regulations proired to be too
Much to overcome, and commercial sailing for the

11
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large schooners became a thing of the past on the
Atlantic Coast.

Several years ago our project had the pleasure of
spending several days with "Win" Kelley of
Fairfield, Maine. Mr. Kelley was an educator and
rdtired from the headmastership at the "Hinkley
School. During his late teens and college years, Mr.
Kelley, like many Washington County Mainers,
sailed aboard the schooners. He provided us with',
information and photographs of several'vessels on
which he served. We have adapted these to the
sketches that follow: Captions are in the first
person and were written by Mr. Kelley:

Schooner' Rebecca R. Douglas of the Small
Fleet ofMachiasport.,Built at Bath, Maine in
1895, 143 feet long, and registering 476 kris. The
schooner had a raised deck for carrying kiln
tined lumber, and la* coconuts for the Baker
Extract Company of /Philadelphia. Abeautiful
schooner, a fine sailor, and an easy ship to
handle.ln facts I tacked ship alone one night
during a twelve to four watch. No problems
encountered.. Crew consisted of captain, mate,
cook, and dive seamen.

Schooner Mattie J. Al les, 128 feet long, 228
gross tons, built at Yarmouth, Maine in 1883. In
later years owned 'by Captain L.B. Wallace and
Everett Wallace of Milbridge. The Mattie J. was
a beautiful schooner, always' kept in Bristol
fashion, looking like a-yacht. A fine sailor, and a
handy schooner to sail. Captain Wallace, an
uncle of mine, was an excellent skipper. He
sailed the schooner until the bottom fell out of
coastwise shipping. The schooner wqs then sold
in Nova Scotia where she finally ended her days.
The picture of the schooner under sail shows
her on a irlp from Parrsboro,.Nciva Scotia to
Boston with an enormous deck load of lumber.

Rebirth of the Downeasler. The downeast
ichooner era was briefly reborn during the fall of
t979, when the newly-built two-masted schooner
he John F. Leavitt, captained by Ned Ackerman .

..et off from Quincy, Massachusetts with a cargo of
;22,000 worth of lumber and tanning chemicAls for
'oft au Prince, Haiti. The vessel was .lost late on
he afternoon of December 27, 1979 jn aistorm
'bout 250 miles off the coast of Long Island, Ne05
fork. Unlike what would have ha0ened to their
orebears of a century ado, all hands were rescued
iy U.S. Coast Guard helicopters.

The loss of the Leavitt is shrouded in
ontroversy. Ackerman's vessel was engineless
xcept for a powered yawl boat which may have
een useful in port areas during good veather but
ould not be deployed from its position above the
tern during rough weather. Ackerman wanted a
urely sailing vessel for a number oforeasons,
icluding the fact that having no engine power
llowedhim to avoid compliance with a number of
tderal regulations. AckerrnarPand his crew had
rifted experience which may have contributed to
ieir tragedy. Much has been written about the
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John'F. Leavitt

building of .the Leavitt as well as its demise. A
special section of newspaper and magazine
references is provided in the bibliography.

Fishing Vessels' Under Sail

Friendship Sloops. The Friendship Sloop was
designed in Fri ship, Maine, around 1897 as a
work boat for , two, or three men. In the days
before power dboats were available to fishermen,
the fleets reli on the wind.in their sails to get
around. Thi boat Was built to be wide for stability

on the ocean and to hold cargo. Friendship Sloops
had deep keels so that plenty of sail could be
carried aloft without endangering the boat's
stability. Small Friendships could brmanaged by
one lobsterman,' handling the rudder and sails from
one area-of the boat. When he was finished fishing
for the day, the large sails got the lobsterma9 to
port quickly and safely. Friendship Sloops were
capable of joining the fishing fleets on the Grand
Barks of Newfoundland,-miles out on the Atlantic.

oday, these sturdy little crafts are still built with
nes as well as sail. But, now they are built as

ipkasure crafts, not fishin/rboats. Hundreds of the
fist vessels meet each year in the Gulf of Maine off
Friendship to race against each other.

Giand Banks Dori/ Schooners. Until the
development of fully powered fishing trawlers,
fishermen used. to sail out fo the Grand Banks of
Newfoundland in pursuit of mackerel, herring, cod,
and other groundfish in two-masted schooners I.
called salt bankers. These vessels were about 44
meters long and had enormous holds where fish
were salted and iced to preserve them during the
voyage. Fistiermen handlined from dories that set
out from the schooner.

Periodically these vessels, both Anierican and
Canadian, would race for enjoyment over complex

.courses in the Gulf of Maine. Each season as the ,.
fleets gathered on the fishing grounds, old
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Mackerel Seiner

friendships were renewed among-the sciiiors and
owners.

There are a few of these vessels in museums in
Maine and Nova Scotia. The rest have been
scrapped or lost at sea. The most famous salt
banker was tha schoonei Bluenose, out of
Lunenberg, Nova Scotia, whose image appears on
the Canadian dime. American schooners have been
on the fishing ground since before the Revolution,
though Many were destroyed during the Civil War.

. Schooners on the Banks'are no longer a
common sight; having been replaced over t
fifty years by diesel-powered draggers a seiners. ,

Yet as late as 1965, Portuguese fishermen could be
found handlining for cod from dories around a
schooner.

The occupational hazards were numerous and
the loss of life and property was an accepted fact
of life to fishing families. These vessels had no
radios or radar. A sailor might turn and discover
an iceberg drifting into him. Worse than the
iceberg§were the,scean liners, which relentlessly
sliced across the Thing fleet,at high speed, hoping
something wasn't in their path But the, worst foe of
fishermen was the fog which could last for days
and obscure all vision.

How well did they do their job? In the first
twenty years of this century 1;100,000,000 pounds
of codfish were brought in from the Banks
annually.-One billion, one hundred million pounds
of individual fish, caught by hand!

Aboard the We're Here, a schooner later burned
by the Confederate navy, profits were divided up
hy count. That is, the fisherman who caught the
Most fish received the most money for his work
Otherwise profits were divided up in shares called
lays. Each fishing crew member received an equal
portion of the, sale price of the catch, after the
owner had deducted his expenses for operating
the vessel which included bait cost, insurance,
food, and so on. The skipper usually received one
thir,d share of the gross profit. On atypical ten day

o voyage an especially good catch might net a man
$76.00.

Nova Scotian Deep Sea Fishing Schooner
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What became of the schooner fleets? While the
dory is still used to tend nett on the fishing
grounds, fishing with individual handheld lines has
given way to seining. PoWered boats drag huge
nets through the water and scoop up all the fish in
their path. Larger catches are netted this may, but
the fish are becoming more difficult to find each
year 'due to the loss of breeding stock. While U.S.
and Canadian fishermen still go out in smaller
powered boats, great foreign fleets, primarily fibm
Russia, East Germany, and Poland .use enormous
vessels which remain on the Banks year round,
being tended by small shipstf the fleet. A few
schooners remain in museums in Nova Scotia,
Maine, and New York but .most lay on the ocean
floor victims of fires, storms, reefs, or ocean
liners.

Dories are exceptionally seaworthy rowboats
used in open 'ocean fishing. The construction of a
dory gives it a deep, flat bottom, with the bow and
stern curved upward. The sides are straight
boards, angled on the ends to joiti together.
Bracing inside the boat strengthens the design. A

'notch is cut in the stern of the dory to assist the
fisherMan in setting out his trawl line of baited
hooks.

The use of dories allowed m'ny crew members
to set longer trawls or individual long-lines away
from each other for miles around the schooner.
Fishing like this increased the danger, of a man
being last at sea in a fog, but it also increased the
amount of catch tremendously over a wide area.
Aboard a fishing schooner, dories were
scrupulously cleaned out before being stacked, one
inside the other, on the deck.

Commercial Vessels Today
Most fishing vessels today are powered by

gasOline or diesel-engines. Probably the most
familiar boat used on the Northern New England
coast today is the lobster boat. Lobster boats
feature long, low work areas and a tall bow to
prevent water from washing over the decks and
swamping the boat. Some lobster boats have a.
small sail over the stern which does not provide
power, but keeps the boat pointed into the wind
during rough weather. Most lobster boats have
hulls which are widest below the' waterline to help
prevent rolling between waves.

Other common fishing boats in Northern New
England are the herring seiners and sardine
carriers whcih provide Most of the U.S. supply of
these valuable ocean foods. These powered vessels
feature large,*deep holds for fish, similar to the old
salt bankers, and an engine room with a pilot
house on deck. Many of these vessels now have
cranes and machinery' aboard to lighten the labor
once done entirely by men. Some herring boats
surround the fish with a bowl-shaped net and use a
suction hose to lift them into the hold. The fish are
Other brought back iced in.the hold or cleaned and
prepared for packing on board ship.

v
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Modern Fishing Vessel

Otter Trawling, Also Called Dragging. The
method of otter trawling came to our country via
English and Northern European influence in the
early 1900's. This method of towing a net from
vessel over the bottom greatly increased the
efficiency with the perfection of the internal
combustion engine and resulting mechanization.
Otter trawling uses a large bag of meshed synthetic
twine that is usually wider at its mouth than the
boat towing it is long, depending on net handling
and horsepower capabilities. The net then tape's
back to a heavieriwined bag called the cod end,
This is where the fish end up as, they drift and
swim back along the inside 9f the net. The cod end
is tied together at the end so when raised above
the deck the fish will be emptied out by untriing the
pucker strings or cod end knot. The cod end
usually has scrap unbraided ropes lashed to it on
the bottom so as to prevent the netting from
chafing through against the sea bed. At the front
end of themet, there are twin netting walls that
extend the sides, called the wings, of the net.
These result in making the opening of the net U-.
shaped as it is-towed over the bottom. The bottom
edge of the net 'opening is called the swjep

-because it is swept over the sea floor scooping up
the fish net's path. The sweep can be made of
either chain for soft bottom or big heavy rollers
designed to roll over(kaugh bottom.

The uppgr edge of the net opening is called the
head ropy. The head rope is shorter when
stretched out-than the sweep, but overhangs the
sweep when the net is towed. The head rope has
many floats tied on it to help the net stay open
when being towed. From the upper and lower end
of the wings are cables leading to the otter boards,
or doors as they are commonly called. These doors
are usually five feet or longer, rectangular in shape
and very heavy, weighing up to a couple of tons on
large factory vessels. The doors are what keeps the
net spread open by the water pressure working

-against their inside surface. The doors are towed
by heavy cables that are winched up on board the
vessel when it is time to bring the net in. The net is

ti



towed over the, bottom at about three to four
knots (about four or five miles an hour) for varying
lengths of time according to the area of bottom
being fished.

There are two main types of vessels that are
bottom trawlers These are the Eastern or Side rig
and Western or Stein trawler.

The Eastern rig dragger evolved from older
converted schooners. Its main distinction is that
the pilothouse is aft and the working deck is in the
middle with the crew's quarters forward. This type
of dragger is usually over forty feet in length

Eastern rig vessels are siaerigged in terms of
their fiShing gear handling. A siderigged dragger
brings the net in over the side and swings the cod
end in with a main boom fromthe mast that is
placed just aft of the forecastle. The winches are
usually placed in front' of the pilothouse and the
towing cables run thrOugh deck blocks that lead to
the gallows frames.

The gallows frames are A frame-shaped steel
structures from which the doors hang. The bulk of
the net is taken out over the rail so that the towing
blocks hang over the water. This helps f9 keep the
heavy doors from Crashing too hard into the side
The net and doors are launched by turning the

'he
slightly towards the side the net is on After

fhe cables have been let out to about one foot of
depth, they are brought together and towed from a
common point Hauling back the net is done with
the boat to leeward so that the net does not drift
into the propeller.

The Western rig or Stern tAwlers are the most
common today, as they are generally believed to be
more efficient and safer to work. The transition

Headline
TransduON cable

from the seaworthy and time favored eastern rig
was sloW.until the late 1960's and early 1970's. The
stern trawler has the pilothouse and crews
quarters forward and has the working deck behind

- the pilothouse to the stern. The gallows frames pre
cased on each side of the stern and many vessels

ihave,itern ramps and hydraulic net reels to aid in
great handling. The greet is hauled up over the

, stern enabling the vessel to keep head to the wind
which Provides increased crew protection. In
addition, these vessels offer greater safety by
eliminating towing links. Cables are led directly
from winches to towing blocks on the individual
gallows frames. Also these vessels set and haul the *
net in a--forward motion bunging the cdd ends in

. over the stern.

Midwater Trawling. Midwater trawling involves
a net similar to bottom trawling. However, these
nets Are usually constructed of decreasing net size
starting with the wings of large net size down to
whatever size is appropriate in the cod end for the
Pelagic species that are sought They are towed in
intermediate water levels depending on the depth
at which schooling, fish may be preslnt. This
requires more sophisticated techniques and
equipment such as head rope sounders for telling
how deep the net is, special trawl doors adjustable
for proper spread and depth, and power enough-to
.vary towing speed as well as net depth. With.these,
and with more, extensive electronic fish-finding
devices such as fish scopes and sonar, the
experience skipper is able to combine and adjust
all the factors to result m a productiye catch.

Midwater Trawling

DOCX

a

Decreasing mesh sizes

Weighted foot rope
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Long tine set

Long lining. Long lining, formally called trawling,
is a fishing method in which many baited hooks are
connected to one long line .Recently it tras been
confined mostly to the halibut fishery, as draggers
replaced the sailing dory Tubtrawling is a method
of longlining in which a manyliooked line is played
out from alarge tub. For many years up until the
present, tub trawling has been used as a fill-in
fishery to lobstering, especially in the spring when
the halibut catch is most frequent. Tub trawling is
a lot of effort for its outcome by today's standards.

In tub-trawling, the longline is usually measured
out 600 feet to a tub. It then has hooks and four
foot leaders attached about ever six feet. Each

1ok has to be individually baited and the whole
g has to be coiled into a tub so that it will come

out easily when set Each end of the bottom or
ground line isanchored and a buoy line is
attached.

Lobster Fishing, Also Called Lobstering.
Along the Maine and New Hampshire coast k,
people fish for lobster in the continental shelf
waters. Although most of this fishing takes place
during the spring, summer, and early fall months,
some lobstermen tend traps throughout the cold
-winter months. The lobstermen on Mpnhegan
Island, for example, have established a closed
season for the island area. That closed seasoh
extends tram July 1 to becember 31, meaning that
lobsters can only be caught in those exposed
waters from January 1 to June 30 each year. That
certainly discourages the occasional lobsterman.

,Lobstermen set and tend traps from boats that
range from 12' skiffs with outboard motors lo
hearty Jonesport and Novi boats 40' or more in
length, generally powered by lajge V-8 gasoline
engines. These fishermen and boats work
anywhere from a handful of traps for the part-tIme
lobsterman, to three hundred or more for the full-
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time fisherman with a large boat and a sternman
The wooden traps, which are often home made,
are usually set out in the early to late spring after
the danger of destructive winter storms has
passed. These traps are lowered mtoihe water
surrounding ledges and shoals 0.theie the
lobsterman feels lobsters are living. They are
ballasted with rocks or concrete in which the
fisherman has written his name and his license
number. The trap has akopening hatch on the top
which permits the lobsterman to bait and empty his
trap. It has elarge opening at one end which is
filled with the funnelshaped headnet. This net
permits lobsters to crawl in, but not out.

The trap's position is marked by a colorcoded
buoy attached to the trap with pot-warp, rope
usually of hemp or polypropylene. The pot-warp is
kept more or less vertical in the water by a toggle
buoy attached between the masker buoy and the
trap. The toggle is an empty bottle or a small net
float.

BefOre putting the trap overboard, the
lobsterman baits the trap. The bait will vary
depending upon the lobsterman's preferences, the
season, and the availability of bait. In some places,
the bait is usually placed in small net bait bags and
tied into the traps. When redfish racks or
carcasses are available, they cah be tied into the
traps with a line running through the eye sockets.

After the trap has been set for a day, or
sometimes more, the lobsterman hautglithe trap
onto his boat. This is usually done using a winch
had powered by the boat's engine, but.some.
lobstermen with smaller boats and fewer traps haul
them up by hand. Lobsters that are keepers get
their claws pegged or banded with large rubber .

bands to prevent damaging fights in the lobster car
or pound. The shorts are thrown dverboard to 4.
continue growing. Female lobsters which are
seeders or berried are, marked and returned to the

0 ...
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sea. These are fdmales with eggsjattached to the
undersides of their abdomens The lobsterman cdts-.
several V-shaped notches in the tail fins of the
seeder4ith hi rife. This alerts others who may
catch her that she is aproductive female and that
she should be nown back. There is a fine or jail
sentence as punishment for those found in
possession of egg.bearing lobsters

Crabs and urchins caught in the traps are
removed and either returnedio the sea or kept,
depending, on the availablerket The lobsterman
then rebaits the trap and sets it once again in the
same location if he or she is happy with its
production, or elsewhere if not.

With fall and the increasing risk of severe
storms, which dash traps against the rocks or wash
them to sea, the lobsterman hauls traps and takes
them ashore for repair and winter storage.

18

Coastal and Lake Steamers
Luxurious steamboats once operated from New

Hampshire and Maine to Boston and New York
carrying freight, mail, and tourists quickly and
conveniently along the coast. Similarly, somewhat
smaller vessels plied the lakes of The region. Of
those, two remain; the Mt. Washington on Lake
Winnepesaukee, New Hampshire and Katandin
(Kate) on Moosehead Lake, Maine Kate is
currently docked, but is slated to be restored and
will again ply the waters of Moosehead The M. V.
Mt. Washington is currently in service as an
excursion vessel. This boat is not lodger
steampowered but it looks the part.

Steamers were named after coastal towns,
famobs New England personalities, or geographical
features. Steamboats were powered either with
propellers or paddle wheels. On paddle wheel
ships, steam cylinders were linked to the wheel by
a lever and two lorig bars called a walking beam.
When the engine was in motion, the walking beam
appeared to be stepping up and down on the ship's
deck like a pair of legs. Propeller driven ships did
Snot have walking beams as all the machinery, was
contained`within the hull.

Coastal steamboats were usually painted white
and gold with elegant wood carvings on the
superstructures and in the public rooms inside.
They had several decks on fop of each other to
facilitate observation and many cabins lined the
railings. Inside, there were dining rooms and large
ballrooms. The pilothouse. was situated on the
hurricane deck: Too often, spark's from the engines
would set the wooden superstructures ablaze and
people would be killed. Many steamships ended
their careers in this unfortunate fashion. The
coastal steamers began to fade away as the
automobile became popular and..roads improved..
The last New England Coastal steamers stopped
running on the eve of World War II. They never
came back into use after the war.

B
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The Parts of a Vessel
A good introduction to boats should include a

physical introduction to the parts of the vessel and
nautical names for directions involved when one is
one a boat. This can be done with reference to the
canoe diagram. For reality, an actual canoe or
small row boat could be used in front of the
classroom for physical location of parts and
directions, Alternatively, a hull top view could be
applied to the flow with colored tape. Students can
be given copies of the canoe diagram as well as the
nautical terms list. This is a good opener for the
unit.

Acting out directions by having the teacher or
selected students ask student partiCipants go to the
port side, go aft, locate the bow,.gunwale, and so
on is better than pictorial identification.

e

Ship Terminology:
aft re& direction on ship
beam: breadth of ship
boom: lowest wood? beam used in schooner

rigging
bow: foremost part of ship
bowsprit: boom extending from bow of vessel
capstan: upright revolving drum used to lift

weight
cutwater: where ship's bow Meets water
davits: small cranes from which lifeboats hang
deck: floorlike platform of a ship
fathom: unit of length equaling six feet
forecastle: storage area in bow of vessel
freeboard: amount of hull between deck and

waterline
galley:111chen area . 7

.",
halyard? a rope for hoisting and ldwehrig sails
hold: interior of ship below decks
hull: frame or body of a ship
keel: rhidline of ,ship upon which ribs are

fastened
knot: unit of speed equaling 1:1 land miles per

hour
leeward: side of vessel away from the wind
mast (fore, main, Mizzen): upright poles from

which sails hang
navigate: to steer or direct the course of a ship
oar long rowing paddle for propelling small

craft
port: directional left
sheer: horizontal curvatures of a ship's deck
spar: crosspiece from which sails hang on masts
starboard: directional right
stem: cutwater edge of bow from bowsprit to

keel

A.

O

stern: armost portion of vessel
windwar : side of vessel the w4nd is hitting
yard: an ther name for spar crosspiece from

which sails hfing on mast

Keeping Afloat
Most students do not expeCt that they can make

boats from: materials which do not float.- This
frequent lolgical diserepapcy is a goodTlace to start'
teaching about buoyancy.,,

You will need small pails with several centimeters
depth of water and a few sticks of oil-based

modeling.clay for this class activity. Each working
pair should have a pail, water and two ball shaped
pieces of clay each about three centimeters in
diameter.

Have each pair fashion a "canoe hull" from one
of their balls of clay leaving the other in ball form.
Next place each piece of clay, the,ball and the
boat, gently into the water. Observe the result.
Note that not all boats will float. Some students
may need a few minutes to reshape their hulls.

"'Discussion on why some are successful and others
are not successful is a useful catalyst.

.finally, measure the load capacity of vessels
using uniform objects as. cargo. Small paperclips or
other similar sinkable objects work well. This
activity can be extended into a boat design contest
with prizes given to the designer who produces the
hull with the greatest "deadweight paperclipage."

Introduction of theoretical infoimation on
buoyancy, tonnage, and other concepts follows
nicely after this introductory float/sink experience.

A Paper Boat
Boatbuilding can be introduced to students by

having them build cardboard half-models of the
Whitehall rowing boat. This can be done very
'simply using poster board for a background and
heavy cardboard for the body members.
Reproduce copies of "The Lines Plan" and "The
Body Plan" for each student. The project is begun
by using paper glue to.apply the student's copy of
the Lines Plan profile view to the center of an
81/2" x 11" piece of stiff poster paper. The next step
involves nuking cardboard cut outs of the Body
Plan, sections 1 through 6.

Body Plan sections are glued on to the positions
on the Lines Plan to which they eorrespOnd. The
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flat side of each Body Plan section is glued over
the line designating the station position,, ,being
careful to keep the same end upright as in the
Body Plan.' If desired, masking tape may be applied
aver this half model "frame" to simulate planking
The frarhework model alone, however, better
shows how lofting relates to a finished boat.

Interested students may wish to turn their paper
models- into wood models as a hompwork project
The procedure described can be used with lines
diagrams obtained from a variety of sources such
as Wooden Boat magazine, Commercial Fisheries

--News, the National Fisherman Newspaper or
designs purchasedirom maring.designers
Advertisements for boat designs are contained in
the publications mentioned above.

Fan Sailing
The best way to learn how a wind and sail move.

a vessel is directly by real. sailing experience. This
may be impossible for your Class and yet they can
get some vicarious experience with sailing rigs by
making small model boats with single square or
fore-andft sails.

Clay hulls with toothpick masts will get them
started, A large sink or tray of 'water and a well-
insulated table model electric fan with ample blade
guards are needed. Fans that blow.in one constant
direction are preferred.

The first major task is to make hulls with enough
keel so they do not capsize immediately. After
vessels are made which keep upright, groUp
contests can be organized where designs are
entered in cotnPetition with others.

Discussions on the advantages of various sail
designs -a- tloth fore-and-aft and square as well as
mast locStions and hull shapes should be encouraged

r races are conducted:
A cooperative school industrial arts teacher may

class members make wooden rather than clay
hu Is for more permanence. In any case, boats
should be made small to allow several to be used
at ogce.

Sail -O: The' Game of Sailing
This game is designed to simulate the decisions

necessary to cause a sailing craft to follow a =

preselected course. The game is played on a
playing board made out of a grid consisting of
squares each 2 cm by 2 cm. Playing pieces can be
small boat models or handy colored objects.

In the simplest form, the grid system is attached
to a rigid backing about 1 meter square with
directions noted as north, south, east and west on
the edges. For a shortened game a checkerboard
can be substituted. Wind direction is selected by,
drawing from a set of cards with letters.for each of
the four major directions. Wind diredion remains
constant throughout the game. A large arrow made

20

Paper boat model_of a
Whitehallboat

of cardboard is placed on the edge of the board to
indicate wind direction.

Play starts from the lower left corner of the
board over a course leading to the upper right
corner. Each player in turn throlks the die or flips
the spinnerto determine the number of squares
he/she moves. Plays tray move in any direction
desired except directly into the wind. Moves
diagonally to windward (45°) are allowed.

You may want to leave your discussion of
tacking until after one play of. this game, as by then
your class will have discovered it by themselves.

The game can bemade fancier by making your
. grid system with a magic marker directly on a

nautical chart. You might select: 13327Grand
Manan Channel, 13313Isle au Haut, 13305
Penobscot Bay, 13290Casco Bay;13282
Portsmouth. Charts suppliers will be listed in the
resource section. When, you use an actual chart,
boats must keep outside of some arbitrarily
determined depth such as 6 feet.

This game is adapted from. Lane, C.D. How to Sol New York.
W.W. Norton, 1947.

""9
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An additional complication could be to, quire
playing pieces to be model boats made perhaps
from p with a toothpick mast and,fore-and-aft

'sa layers would then be required to haul their
sai s around when tacking. This makes the
simulation more realistic.

Block'and Tackle
A sailing vessel depended upon a number of

simple machines, especially -the pulley which
navigators called blocks. Small pulleys can be
obtained from science kits' or from the local
hardware store. A variety of block and tackle
arrangements can be set up with three pulleys and
a length of stout cord such as that used in
macrame. A. known weight is placed at the end of
the tackle and then weights are added to the
pulling side of the tackle until the weight to be
moved just rises slightly. The value of the :weight
lifted divided by the lifting weights is the
mechanical advantage of the arrangement. This is
also usually the same as the number of support
strings.

Chanties:
o Singing and Work

Sea charities were sung to help get work done.
Generally, they abounded on sailing vessels where
muscles were-the only reliable source of power for
getting work accomplished. Sea chanties never
were sung aboard military or naval vessels-.

There are two types of sea chanties. One is a a
capstan charity used by men circling a rotary
capstan which was used .to raise anchors. One of
the most famous capstan chanty is "Rio Grande "
A second type of chanty was used when pulling
lines attached to blocks_which moves sails and
pieces of rigging. A hauling song often had the
word "HAUL!" at the end to coordinate the pull of
perhaps a dozen men holding the end of ajine.

The purpose of a sea chanty was to organize the
labor needed to perform a group task into one
concerted effort. One man, presumably the one
who knew the most verses, called the chantyman,
was assigned to sing the lead-in, while everyone
joined in the choruses. All sailors took part in this
because it didn't require any vocal skill. other than
to repeat a chorus and pull for all they were worth.

Chanties tend to be slow and paced with the
speed of the backbreaking labor. Sailors also often
tended to show up on board the first day out with
miserable hangovers or recovering from a fig:it in
port. As a result, sea chanties ramble and are
dischordant. For instance the three lines in the
verse of "Rio Grande" should require at least 15
seconds to repeat assuming the sailors areJ)ent
over a capstan, walking in a circle, and raising a
fifteen hundred pound anchor. In the two
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traditional songs provided, affected pronunciation is
used. In the first "Rio Grande" is pronounced
"Rhye-O-Grand." In the second song "The
Bowline" is pronounced "Bolin"

A goOd class follow-up to merely singing.these
songs is to play them out. A capstan chanty should
be sung while walking slowly in a circle. Only one
chorus is provided so the class can wnte their own
subsequent choruses to tell the story Of a sailor
from Northern New England who leaves
Portsmouth, N.H. for Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil.
Using an atlas for place, names can add another
dimension to the writing.

In the second song, the singers should be pulling
a rope. New solo verses can be added in which
various people such as the captain are referred to
in humorous ways instead of the phrase "the fore
and maintop bowlin'."

Old Ironsides
Frigates were fast naval vessels of the late 18th

and early 19th centuries. These ships had lofty sails--
and one or two decks of cannon. The U.S.S.
Constitution, also known as Old lrongides, is a
frigate built in 1797 to defend U.S. merchant
vessels in the Mediterannean froin pirate attacks.
This vessel won her 'fame in the War of 1812, when
she engaged the British fngate H.M.S. Jaw of
South America and destroyed it. A British sailor
watching his ship's cannonballs bounce off the
Constitution remarked that the ship's sides must
be made of iron, which they were not,

Today, the Constitution is on display in the
Boston Charlestown Naval Shipyard and may be
boarded for inspection. A similar U.S. Fngate, the
U.S.S. Constellation, is on display in Baltimore
Harbor.

As an activity, have the class read Olivet
Wendall Holmes' poem "Old Ironsides," written
when the ship was in danger of being scrapped.

The frigate Constitution was not saved by the
government because of sentimental value. In 1830,
the Navy wished to retire the vessel and break it
up for salvage. Many Americans became outraged,

. including a law student named Oliver Wendall
Holmes, who wrote this poem arousing popular
sentiment for the frigafe's preservation.

The ship was not broken up but was converted
into living quarters for sailors and in 1931 was
rebuilt as the original frigate with money from
penny contributions of school children.
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Old Ironsides
Aye, tear her tattered engign down!

Long has it waved on high,
And many an eye has danced to see

That banner in the sky;
Beneath it rung the battle shout,
And burst the cannon's roar;

The meteor of, the ocean air
Shall sweep the clouds no more!



Her deck, or re red with heroe s' blood,
Where knelt the vanquished foe,

When winds were hurrying o'er the flood
And waves were white below,

No more shall feel the victor's tread,
Or know the conquered knee;

The harpies of the shore shall pluck
The eagle of the sea!

O better that her shattered hulk
Should sink beneath the wave;

Her thunder% shake the mighty deep,
And there should be her grave;
Nail to the mast her holy flag,

. Set every threadbare sail,
And give her to the god of storms

The lightning and-the gale!

by Oliver Wendall Holmes

Making Scrimshaw
Since whales are protected bk-U,S. law, new

whalebone acrd whale product's_ale not permitted
into the country. Youngsters may make some
similar scrimshaw items by the following process:

a. Thoroughly wash and clean smooth beef bones
ribs-are good.

b. Soak the bone in chlorine bleach for a half hour
to bleach and disinfect it. Rinse it off.

c. After the bone dries, lightly sand it with fine .
sandpaper in the direction of the grain.

d. With a pencil, sketch a nautical scene on the
bone.

e. Using an artist's scribe or a sharpened nail,
scratch the desired image onto the surface of the
bone...Wear safety goggles and one glove for
protection during this procedure.

f. Rub over the scratched image wittrIndia ink to
color in the lines. The black should wipe off the
unscratched surface of the bone.

An alternative method also useful is to substitute
plaster of pads pieces for beef bones.

mr°
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Liv0 on a Coaster
Win Ke

ecollecti
reproduc
up e erc

. play o a

ey also provided us with his
ns of life on a schooner. His words are
d here for class reading. A good follow-

is to have class members write a short
t out the life of the schoonerman.

Life Abbard Sailing Vessels
During the Early 1900's

by Win Kelley

Living conditions aboard the sailing v essels
had improved greatly over those of the 1800's.
The smaller schooners still relied on kerosene
for lighting purposes, while the larger four and
five-mastecischooners had generators
installed for providing electricity. Coal and
wood stoves were used for cooking and
heating, while in the larger sehoosters, it was
not uncommon to find steam heat used for
Jiving quarters.

Following are incidents that might oc cur in
the everyday life on board a coastwise

k schooner
Meals were always served on time when a

full-time cook was in the crew. While in port,
after breakfast, the crew turned immediately
to proceed with the work of the day. This
depended upon whether discharging cargo at

4 a lumber dock or destination, if awaiting a,
chance to proceed on a voyage, or unloading
at a port where the work was being dome by
stevedores, or longshoremen..

If the crew was involved in discharging
cargo that meant working an eight or nine #.

hour day, otherwise they were involved in
general maintenance on the ship. This was a
never-endirig task and including scraping
paint, sanding, and painting; scraping and
slushing down the spars; working on the
rigging, including serving, parcelling, and
splicing; tarring the shrouds that supported
the masts; replacing ratlines'when and where
necessary; and scraping and tarrinedecks at
least once a year. If the weather was bad, and
space was available below decks, the crew
might become involvtd in making, chafing
gear, sometimes maid baggy wrinkle, or
splicing rope that could be used for utility
purposes on board the vessel.. There was
alwaus something to be done, and it was only
on rare occasions that a crew member had
nothing to do but to turn in in his bunk.

Whertthe ship was'underway, things were
Elifferent. The crew was divided into two
'!batches, or groups. One was the Captain's
watch, called the starboard watch, the other
was the Mate's watch and was called the port
watch. The watches were equally divided
among the crew members. In the larger
schoon.rs having a full-time cook, he was the
only crew member who was not required to
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stand watch. His duties usually require the
greater part of the day in preparing meals for
the crew. He had additional duties of taking
care of the running lights, and usually relieved
the man at the wheel in order that he might
go below and eat with the other crew
members when the meqls were being served.
If the crew contained a second mate, or

44bosun, he was usually included in the
Captain's watch to permit the Captain to go
below, especially if weather conditions wereafavorable. °

The service's of the entire crew were .

necessary when getting the vessel underway.
First of all, sail gaskets hadeto be removed,

, the slack of the anchor chain had to be taken
in. The .method, used depended upon the
machinery available on the craft. In the early
days of sail, there ,was no power available for
this work; weighing the anchor alid hoisting
the sails bad to be done by manpower. The
anchor was raised by a device called a
capstan or windlass. The sails were raised by
the use of blocks and tackles, and it was a
long_and tedious job in getting a schooner
(anal-way with a small crew. Later the
introduction of the stationary gasoline engine
enabled this work to be done by mechanical
methods, Sometimes resulting in the vessel .
carrying a smaller crew. After the anchor had
b n raised and all sails were set) including

psails and jibs, the halliards had to be
"cl, and the deck area had to be arranged

in a satisfactory manner in order that all lines
would readily be accessible in caste of
emergency. At all times, the crew members
had to practice extreme caution in order to
avoid accidents to themselves or to their
fellow crewmembers. In loft work and on the
jibboom, tile tlogan "one hand for yourself
and one for he ship" had to be observed at
aktimes. Finally, when the craft was well on
its way, the watche4 wereset and continued
until the vessel reached its. destination or put
into a harbor of refuge to avoid stormy
weather conditions.

The watch on deck was responsible for
sailing the ship, keeping the craft on its
proper course and correct point of sailing,
keeping a good lookout especially at night or
during foggy weather when it was necessary
to sound` the fog horn at periodeintervals,
and making sure that the bilges were kept as ...

free of water as possible. Before the days of
the gasoline engine, pumping ship was a back-
breaking task, and was one that had to be

'done during every watch on deck. What
would req reless than five minutes by motor

ould an hour of pumping by hand: In
some case , when a ship was leaking badly,
the=pumps had to be operated constantly. The lot,
watches were four hours in length. To explain
their spacing, let's begin at 8:00 p.m., called
eight bells: This watch lasted for four hours,

a

ending at 12:00 midnight again called eight
bells. Other bells for this period are as
follows:

8:30
9:00
9:30

10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

. 12:00

TKe next watch lasted from 12:00 midnight
to 4:00 a.m., the next from 4:(10 a.m. to

,8:00 a.m., then frdm 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon,
from 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m. The time
between 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. was diVided into
two, two hour watches, called dog watches,
one from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. and the other from
6:00 tO 8:00 p.m. These watches kept the
crew from standing watch during the same
hours each day. Usually during good weather,
the crewmen off watch were required to
spend a featshours of the afternoon below .

doing any necessary work on the deck that
might be required to keep the vessel in
shipshape condition, Thus it can be seen that
the crew spent a minimum of twelve hours
each day on duty, as well as a few more
hours during good weather, and were always
on call to assist in shortening, or making sail,
whenever- the condition required their 4
services.

Meals were served prior to the end of the
watch on deck at 8:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon,
and during the latter-part of the 4:00 to
6:00 p.m. watch. Meals were prepared in the

&galley of the vessel, but the location of the
galley differedin ships according to the size of
the craft. In the small two-mastedischooners,
the galley, was located on the forward of
the main cabin on the after part of the ship.
Likewise, the crew's quarters 'were located in
the main cabin, and all crew members,
excepting the cook, ate at the same time. In
the birger schooners, the seamen ate their
meals in the fosile or forecastle. The galley
was also located in that cabin, as well as the
donkey engine that was located in the
forward part of the forward cabin. The
captain and mate of the large schooners ate
their meals in the after cabin. This more or
less resulted in a class. distinction on board,
but as it hacirbeen done traditionally, no
thought was given to this practice.

The food served to the crew was
substantial and its preparation and taste
depended upon, the qualifications of the cook.
Some cooks prided themselves upon how
cheaply they could feed a crew of seamen,
and others made an honest effort to prepare
meals that were tasty and filling. Needless to
say, the first category of cooks pleased the

1 Bell
2 Bells
3 Bells
4 Bells
5 Bells
6 Bells
7 Bells
8 Bells
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owners, while the second type pleased the
crew. The small coasters had no refrigeration,
therefore fresh foods were not,available,
except when purchased inports. A bountiful'
supply of canned goods was always oft hand;
as were plenty of potatoes, salt pork; dried
salt fish and in some cases, a barrel of corned ,

beef. Baked beans were served twice weekly
on Wednesday and Saturday. Salt fish dinners
were served on Tuesday and Friday, and fish
hash was served nearly every day with the
evening meal. Canned and dried fruit were
plentiful, as well as pilot crackers called
hardtack. Some cooks prided themselves on.

.their ability lb prepare special foods such as
yeast bread and fancy pastries, while ,ethers
resorted-to the old staple foods, such as
biscuits, molasses cakes, and cookies. There .

was no need to go hungry, as the crew was
always permitted to raid the galley during the
long night watches. .

The after cabins on the large schooners
were usually elaborately finished in mahogany
or some other hard,tpood, and were most
attractive in appearance. The forward cabins
occupied by the seamen were not so
attractively finished; however, they were
qdequate for the most part. Toilet facilities in
most of the small vessels were most spartan.
The bathroom, or flush closet, was non-
existent. Instead a bucket and rope were
placectunder the forecastle head for use when
necessary. Flush toilets were found in the
after cabin for use by the ships officers.

Fresh water was a problem on many of the
schooners. In most vessels, it was kept in
wooden barrels, or casks, and was not always
of the best quality. As freshwater was not
readAy available at most of the loading docks,
it was a difficult task to fill the containers,
and in many'cases the quality of the water
was such that it could be used only after it
had been boiled, or in tea or coffee. It was a
great treat to get the water casks filled with
fresh water when in a port such as New York
or Boston. -
Reading Captains
Courageous by
Rudyard Kipling.

This nctvel'is based on"a way of life which is only
recently extinct in New England. Harvey Cheyne is
a millionaire's bratty son who falls overboard from
a tiartsatlantic liner amongst a fishing fleet. He is
rescued by Manuel, a dory fisherman who brings
him aboard the schooner We're Here. Harvey
pleadi,"threatens, and tantrums to impress the
crew with his importance. The men remain
nonplussed, and put Harvey to work as a member
of the crew, teaching him the art of fishing and the.
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business Of earning A living on the Grand Banks.
Over the course of the summer, profound changes
in Harvey's life created a new, mature young man.

A deeper relationship seemed to have existed
between wqrking men and the sea during the time
of this novel, a partnership of sorts. Hopefully, in
the course of reading this book, youngsters will
becorrie aware of this aspect of the heritage of
Northern New England and. Atlantic Canada, and
may direction their interests toward the fisheries
again. Two motion picture versions of this story
have been made, neither being faithful to Kipling's
story in ending 'or characterization.

Chapter Questions for
Captains Courageous,
Chapter I

1. How did Harvey tried to impress the men on
board the liner?

2. What circumstances led to his arrival aboard the
We're Here?

3. How did Disko repond to Harvey's offers and
tantrums?

4. What was Harvey missing fiom his pocket?

Chapter II
L How does Dan evaluate Harvey and his

behavior?
2. What does Harvey do with bi4ho after talking to

Dan?
3! Describe how Harvey spends his first, night

aboard ship.
4. How is codfish dressed down?

Chapter III
1. Why did Disko move the schooner?
2. What type and size fish did Harvey catch on his

line?
3. What was Penn's background before becoming a

fisherman?
4. How did Long Jack teach Harvey the ropes?-:?

Why?

Chapter IV
1. What kin s'of offerings did the men give for

protection on the waters?
2. What kinds of musical instruments were found

aboard ship? Why? .

3. Why did. Disko take exception to Skipper
Ireson'sride?

4. What was the cook's 3rediction?
5. What is a Jonah?
6. Name two contributing factors in the loss of

Abishai's boat.

Chapte,r V
1. What did Harvey tell the crew members for

'entertainment?
2. How does flying the blue pigeon work?
3. In what kind of shipboard work did Harvey do

well?
What was the Virgin?

3a



Chapter VI
1. What did Disko trade with the cattleboat?
2. What was the Carne Pittmaks problem?

Chapter VII
1. How did death come out of the
2. How did Harvey and Dan attempt to protect their

schooner?
3. What became of the Jennie Cushman?
4. How did Penn work his miracle?

2

Chapter VIII
1. Why did the fishermen call the Virgin Rocks "in

town?"
2. What tangled in the dory anchors and pulled the

boats along?
3. Why did Harvey prize the dead Frenchman's

knife?
4. What did Harvey catch on his line, and how did he

deal with it?
5. How did the cook protect the We're Here from

ghosts?
6. When Disko left the Grand Banks for home, what

services did he perform for the other fighermen?

Chapter IX
1. How did the Cheynes learn Harvey was alive?
2. What arrangements were made to get the

Cheynes to Boston?
3. What changes did Harvey's father notice in him?
4. How did Uncle Salters change his opinions about

the boys? , r
5. How did Dislco react to 'Harvey's social status?,
6. What offer did Mr. Cheyne make to Disko and his

,wife?

Chapter X
1. Why was going to college important to likvey's .

future?
2. Where did Harvey stand during the town

ceremony?
3. What was the ritual performed every year at the

town ceremony?
. 4. What became of the cook's prediction years

later?

Following the fish was an art for which Disko
Troop.w&swidely recognized by his peers. Kipling
says that While Disko thought about the cod he
even began to look like one..

In order to deteRpine if the schooner was over
fis ', grounds, Long Jack would "fly the blue
pi ', togs a lead weight with a hollow in it filled
with grease. When Ihe lead was retrieved,
whatever was on the bottom would be stuck in the
grease, either sand, rock or weeds.

1. Using the Atlantic Coast Chart #13003 (Cape
Sable to Cape Hattertis) and Chart #14017
(the Grand Banks), locate: Gloucester, New
York, Georges Bank, Nantucket Island; ,

LeHave Bank, Halifax, Lunenberg, Banquero

I

./i, k.

(Bank Quero), the Grand Banks, the Virgin
Rocks.

2 Chart the progress of the We're Here across
the fishing grounds as you read the book
Determine the probable area of Harvey's fall
from the liner.

Model Lobsterboat
Hull Construction

Cut out the keel and stations patterns included
in the pockt. Tape the two pieces of the keel
together to form one smooth template. Now,
carefully trace the patterns on balsa wood
approximately 1/8" thick. Using an exacto type

`knife, carefully cut out each of the sections and the
keel. Number each section as you cut it out, and
draw the waterline (LWL) on each section using a
straightedge Draw the waterline on, the keel as it is
drawn on theettern. Mark the station positions
and numbers as they appear on the keel pattern
onto the new balsa keel

Next, cut a notch the thickness of the balsa
wood in each of the sections from the bottom
center up to the waterline. Note that section 0 has
no waterline on it, since when the hull is afloat,
that section should just touch the water. Cut a
notch in sectiOn0 about 1" deep and a4similar
depth notch in the keel at station 0 Insure that the
tip of section 0 just touches the waterline on the
keel

At each of the other stations on the keel, cut a
notch the thickness of the balsa down from the top
of the keel to the waterline (LWL). Notice that
there is no station T to correspond to section' T.
That is because T is the transon. Using white glue,
glue it to the after end of the keel with the section
bottom flush with the bottom of the keel section
which is above the propeller cut-out. Insure that
the waterline on the transom intersects the
waterline on the keel,,,

Now, apply white glue liberally to the notches in
each sect& and to the notches in the keel and put
the sections into the keel. Be sure to keep the
sections perpendicular to the keel as the glue sets.
Make sure that the waterline on each section
intersects the waterline on the keel as you put
them together. Set this "backbone" and "ribs"
aside to dry.

This process you have just gone through is not
'dissimilar to the manner.in which boatbuilders
actually construct (raped boats. Of course, their
sections are hollow ribs rather than our solid
sections, and their keel is not nearly as deep as
ours inside the boat, but the techniqueit

When ypur frame has dried, the hull is ready to
he planked. You, of your students, can see the
shape of a real lobster boat hulrby covering this
frame. Strips of masking tape, or paper mache can

25 34,
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be used to plank your hull. Turn it keel up and
apply the planking.

. The hull you have just completed will show your
students the shape of the hull of many of today's
active lobster boats This model is actually of the

wneast 40, whose lines and prOfile are included
in your unit rtesy of Webber's Cove Boat Yard,
Inc., in East.Blugpilt, Maine.

You'll notice that ypur sections have the shapes
of the half-sections drawn in the body view in the

middle othe lines drawing page, and that the
profile of your keel comes from the profile drawing
at the top of the page. Planking your hull will show
the various' contours depicted in the half-breadth
drawing at the bottom of the lines drawing. Try
making a.balsa cradle to display your hull, or hang
it from the ceiling.

Building A Model
Walking Beam Engine

Share the picture of the coastal steamerState of
Maine with the class. Point out the walking bdam's
structure. Using the enclosed outline and the

//assembling instructions, students can build a two
/ dimensional functioning model of this engine. Stiff

cardboard, white glue, scissors and paper fasteners
are all the supplies needed.

Gathering Local
.Information

In this unit, information has been presented on a
limited number.of vessels, especially the sailing
schooners of the late nineteenth century. Many
other types of sailing and steam craft shaped the
history of this region. A class project ts a very
appropriate choice to round out your study of our
maritime heritage. GrQups of students can select to
explore boats availablkas photographs or in
paintings or even as full size displays in the
museums at the end of the unit.

Project reports might include written information
collected during class trip. Also,.photographs taken
of displays and interview information is provided by
museum guides.

Some additional vessel types not previously
mentioned are:

canal boats
gundalows
Rangeley Lakes rowing.boats
cahoes
bateaus
cat boats
lumber rafts

'pea p6ds
river fishing boats

-,, .. - - 7,111-1'*.:7, 'Ir., ?lir; ._..v;r11.14Pr. rr:;;
.11:11' 11-Liiiy-L, .-rs /IA cur r Eni
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Annotated Filmography
Marine Fisheries. This is a series of six color

filmstrips and cassette tapes developed by the Marine
Advisory Service. Of special Note are: "Gill Netter's
Day", "The Lobsterman", "On Board a Trawler". The
complete set is available for purchase from Maine Sea
Grant Publications, Coburn Hall, University of Maine, ''
Orono, Maine 04469.

Annotated Bibliography
Many hundreds of bookS and articles have been

published on the topic of boats and other craft. A few
were selected for lishig in this guide. Many good
libraries in the regioh have extensive collection of sea
literature from which students may select ideas for
further research. ,

giglographies:
Marine Books and Prints. Published as a supplement
to National Fisherman. This is an extremely valuable
listing of regionally published books, pamphlets, prints
and photographs a library in itself. This bibliography is ,
updated periodically. Available from International Marine
Publishing Company, Camden, Maine 04843.

_ -
Maine Shipbuilding: A Bibliographical Guide
compiled by William Baker. A twenty.two page pamphlet
providing bibliographical noted and annotation on a wide
variety of sources particularly older and scholarly works.
Published in 1977 by the Maine Hiitorical Society,
Portland, Maine.

Marine Resources: Print and Non-Print. A
bibliography, film list and resources description
developed in 1977 by the Department of Educational and
Cultural Services, Augusta, Maine 04333. Available fot
purchase through the State Library.

Mg Wooden Boat Index (Issues 1.3). An index of
articles from the beginning through 1980 of Wooden
Boat Magazine, an invaluable resource for locating
articles on special vessel types from canoes to
Whitehais. Published in 1980 by Wooden Boat
Publications, Naskeag Road, Brook lin, Maine 04616.

Books from Maine. Distributed by the Maine Writers
and Publishers Alliance, P.O. Pox 143, So. Harpswell,
Maine 04079. It is an ot casional publication of the Maine
Writers and Publishers Alliance. It lists'more recently
published material by and about northern New England.

Selected References and Resources

Canoes and Native Boats
Adney,.E.T., and Chapelle, at The
Skin Boats of North America. W
Smithsonian Institute, 1964'. TIMs is a
scholar; it contains copious research
methods and line drawings laYAdney

Bark Canoes and
astongtun, D.C.: The

k for the
notes on building

Fichter, George S., How to Build an Indian Canoe.
New York: David McKay Co>, 1977. This is an easy-to-

. read book whichgives many interesting details for the
nontechnical teacher.

Boat Building ..
. . Brewer, E.S. and Betts, J. Understanding Boat

Dolga. Camden, Maine: International Marine Publishing
.?Company, 1980. Contains much information about boat

shears, styles., and c nstructjon techniques. Great detail-
is,given to sections lines diagrams.

WOOden Boat Ma izine idpublished bimonthly at ,

P-.0. Box 79, Brook in, Maine 04616. This publication
provides inforrnatio Oita asi)ects of Current and
historic boats, build, g techniques, finishes and contains
advertisements whic will hlp locate catalogs of boat
designs. These ca .4s o en contain scale lines
drawings similar in si e to diagrams in this guide, for '
example: Design Ms , ay .-Refiford, Box 399(A),
Friday Harbor, WA 89250 (from the "Plans and Kits
Section,' December, 1980, p. MO).

Apprenticeshop-of the Maine Maritime Museum. HMO
Hull Modeling. Bath;,Maine: The Apprenticeshop, 1980.
This new edition' of Ahe 1976 Half Modeling is a good
teaching resource. A detailed, well illustrated book of 'directions and templates to construct a half model of a
Mustongus Bay Sloop,'it also provides an excellent
overview of boat building. The writing is sensitive and
clear; the graphics are excellent. The Apprenticeshop is
dedicated to quality and we confidently recommend their
Publications or a villt, if possible. Write to the
Apprenticeshop, Maine Maritime Museum, 375 Front
Street, bath, Maine 04530 for details.

Weire, H. Ship Models and How to Build Them. New
York: Thomas Y. Ctowell Company, 1973. This is a
general but,practical book on the topic. Provides
numerous examples. A

, . . 0 - . ..

Whitehall Rowing Boa' t . .
I

The Whitehall is part of the training coarse at the Marine
Tra es Center, Eastport, Maine. COntact person: Otto /
("J nior"rMiller, the school's director. First year
stu ents atihe center build Whitehalls and second yeat
students build Buzzards Bby Sail Boats as their practical I,
projects. A visit of MTC is'an excellent career education .:
experience and will provide the opportunity to see molds/
in use. A detailed article on building a 14' Whitehall is
Southwart,'W.C., Wooden Boat no. 5, page 12. "An
Amateur Built Boat." ,..,.......

. . ,
History 01 Boat Building

wouldThis bibliOgraphy would be incomplete without special
reference tilthe "greatest" historian of sail; Howard I.
Chapelle. For an article on him see Gilmer, T.C.,
Wooden Boat no. 5, the lead article. Below is listed a
partial bibliography of Chapelle's works which are

. . ,
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available in many libraries including at the University of
Maine at Orono Fogler Library, the Cole Manne
Collediion. Chapelle's works are distinctive in that they
are extensively illustrated;with lines drawings from .which
models could be built.

Chapelle, Howard I
The History of American Sailing Ships, 1935
American Sailing Craft, 1936
The History of the American Sailing Navy, 1949
American Small Sailing Craft, 1951
The National Watercraft Collection, 1960
The American Fishing Schooners, 1825 1935, 1973

Square Riggers
A set of study materials including'photographs, diagrams
and display materials on clipper ships entitled Clipper
Ships and-the Cutty Sari( is available as\Jackdar's set
No. 97.

Order from:
Grossman Publishers
44 West 56th street
New York, NY 10019

A unique book giving a great detail about life aboard a
square-rigged merchant ship is Captain Irving Johnson's
The Peking Battles Cape Horn, 1977, National
Maritime Historical Society, 2 Fulton Street, Brooklyn,
NY 11201.

Downeast Schooners
A number of fine works are available, some better 1

choices are:

Haley, N the Schooner Era. New York: A.S. Barnes
and Company, 1972.

Giles, M.S.T. The Last Sail Down East. Barre,
Massachusetts: Barre Publishers, 1965. This is a valuable .
book for finding out about individual ships such as the
Rebecca R. Douglas, p. 118. Several important hulks
which can beseen are listed in Last Sail including Cora
F. Cressey which is now being used as a breakwater in
Bremen, Maine to enclose a lobster pound. Hesper and
Lutheridittle are in the harbor at Wiscasset, Maine as .

crumbing wrecks.

Leavitt; Ir. Wake of the Coasters. Middleton,
Connecticut: Wisleyan University Press, 1970. This
book served to reawaken those interested in schooners
and the possibility of a renewal of sailing cargo ttade.
The Joh F. Leavitt, it's beginning and tragic demise are
describe in the following newspaper and magazine
articles: pectre, P.H. "The Abandonment of the John F
Leavitt," Wooden Boat no. 33, pp. 20.28 (March/Apnl
1980). Th !article describes the maiden voyage and
tragic loss of the "Last Downeaster." On a more joyous
theme, the launching of the Leavitt was heralded by
Jane Da9 62he Return of Workin'g Sail," Wooden
Boat no. 31, pp. 18-23 (November/December, 1979).
Newspaper, and other magazine accounts include:

"Age of Sail to the Briny Deep," Maine Times, January
4, 1980, p. 5.

"Coastal Schooner 'Leavitt' Abandoned off Long
Island," Down East Magazine (March, 1080), p. 87.

"9 Rescued from Schooner" Bangor Daily News,
December 28, 1979, p. 1.

"Big Waves Swamp LeaVitt," Portland Press Herald,
December 28, 1979, p, 1:

"Schooner Sinking Off Long Island," New York
Times, December 28, 1979, p. 15.

Vv.

"Shipper of Cargo Schooner Vows to Raise Her and
Pursue Profit," New YorkTimes, December 29,
1979, p 12

"Search for Schooner Abandoned," Portland Press
Herald, December 29, 1979, p 1

"Boat Yard Ottmer Expresses Shock," Bangor Daily
News, Decemkr 29, 1979, p. 4

Grand Ban Schooners
Several referenc s describe the relationship between
fishing and sailin schooners, included are.

Boers, D an
Camden, M
Company, 1

Gib n, J., Tell It Goodbye, Kiddiy:
e: In ernational Marine Publishing
6

Thomas, G. ast nd Able Gloucestei,
Massachuset s;Ilistotic Ship Associates, 1968.

Nova Scotia Departm
Sweat. Order from Nc
2206, Halifax, Nova Sc

of Fisheries, Sea, Salt, and
a Scotia Communications; Box
'a, Canada B34.

A wellillustfated article on the Portuguese fishermen and
their dory schooner was Written by James H. Pickerel',
"Dory on the Banks," National Geographic, Volume
133, No. 4 (April 1968), pp, 572-583. `-

ror people interested in deail on the fish caught on the
'Banks, an inexpensive pa back is W.B. Scott and S.N.
Messith, Common Canadi n Atlantic Fishes, St.
Andrews, New Brunswick, nada: The Huntsmen

"Marine Laboratory, 1976.

Teachers interested in using aptains Courageous as
a class reading project can pu chase class sets of a
specially shortened version edited for middle school-
junior high school readers fro

Adopted Classics Series
Scot Foresman
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60028

Commercial Fishing
Few books are publishecfon this topic. There are several)
fine newspapers in our region wl!ich provide information
for and about commercial fisheries including vessel types
and new gear development. I

Commercial Fisheries News, $tonington, Maine 04681

National Fisherman, International Marine Publishing
Company, Camden, Maine

Steam Vessels
A description of the Katandin is contained in the
Moosehead Marine Museum Newsletter available fr&n:

Moosehead Marine Museum
P.O. Box 116
Greenville, ME 04441

Books on the topic include:
Stanton, S.W. Coastal Steam Vessels, Upper
Montelair, New Jersey: H. Kneeland Whiting, 1974.

Ryan, Allie.14nobscot Bay, Mount Desert and
Eastport Steamboat Album. Camden, Maine: Down
East Publishing, 1972. .

Charts
Navigational Charts may be purchased from local
marinas and chandleries or ordered from:

Distribution Division, C44
National Ocean Survey
Riverdale, Maryland 20840
Telephone: 301-4366990
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To obtain order numbers and prices for charts request
Nautical Chart Catalog 1 (free)
Chart symbols are contained in Chart No 1 ($1 65)
Authorized Chart Dealers are listed in the Chart
Catalog The largest inventory in the region is held by

The Chart Room
Chase Leavitt and Company
10 Dana Street
Portland, 'Maine

In New Hampshire:
Hampton Beach Manna
55 Harbor Road
Hampton Beach, NH.

tiF

to,

Canals
A number of canals traversed sections of Southern
Maine and New Hampshire One such canal; the
Cumberland and Oxford Canal (1830 1870) reached from
Sebago Lake to Portland The Cumberland and Oxford
Canal Association publishes a pamphlet describing the
canal. Inquiries should be addressed to

Mr Ralph Willis
121 Mosher Road
So Windham, Maine 04082

Lumbering and Boats
Some information, photographs and equipment including
a bateau can be seemat.

The Patten Lumberman's`Museum
Patten, Maine 94765
Phone: 528-2650 ,

0
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In preparation for this guide project staff 6ndertook
a questionaite study of over 300 museums,
historical societies and other similar agencies.,
Names of groups to contact were supplied by the
State Libraries and Marine Advisory Service
personnel of Maine and New Hkmpshire. Those

. agencies returning data are included in the

following dirgoory and checklist. Numbers in the
checklist correspond to numbers appearing with
listings in die directory. Not all agencies listed in
the directory supplied us checklist data and hence
some agencies in the checklist are described
incompletely.

Ek

A Directory of Historic Maritime Collections and Vesseli
1. Allie Ryan Collection.

MaMe Maritime Academy
Castine, ME 04221
*Tel. 326-4311

2. Belfast Museum, Inc.
66 Church, Street
Belfast, ME 04915
Tel. 338-2078, M.L. Slugg

3. The Brick Store Must
117 Main Street
Kennebunk, ME 04043
Tel. 9854802, Sandy Armentrout

4. Brunswick Public Library
Pleasant and Middle Streets
Brunswick, ME 04011
Tel. 725-5242, Brian Damien

5. Camden Public Library
Camden, ME 04843,
Tel. 236-3440, Mrs" Nellie A.4:lart,
Libiarian

6. Camden-Rockport Historical
Society
P.O. Box 897
Conury Road
Camden, ME 04843
Tel. 236-2257 (July-August only),
Mrs. T.S. Sprague

7. Castine Scientific Society
Wdson Muse
Perkins Street

, Castine, ME 04421,
Tel. 325-2753, E.W. poudiet

8. The Children's Museum
746 Stevens Avenue
Portland, ME 04103
Tel. 797-3353, Barbara E. Lechman

9. Colby*.College Museumbf Art.
Waterville, ME

049011i

Tel. 873-1131, Ext. 22/C,
Margaret Wickes

* all area codes arq-(207) except as not&d.

e.

10. Deer Isle-StOnington
Historical Society
Deer Isle, ME 04627
Tel. 348.2886,'Mrs. Victor VV,elcome Tel. 882.6817, Helen T. Gibson

20. tincoln County Cultural and
Historical AssociatfA,
Wiscasset, ME 04578

11. Dresden Historical Society
-Dresden, ME 04342
.Tel. 737-8892, Eleanor L. Everson

12. Fairfield Historical Society
Lawrence Avenue
Fairfield, ME 04937
Tel. 453.6867, Coralie Tozier

13. Fogler Library
The Cole Marine Collection
University of Maine,at ()ion°

.Orono, ME 04469 -

Tel. 581.7781, Edward KellOgg 34.

14. Fort Western ,Museum
Bowman *get
Augusta, ME 04330' s.
Tel. 622-1234, 623.8540 (off season),____
S. Webber

15. Freeport Historical-Society
45 Main Street
Freeport, ME 04032
Tel. 865.3024, Mary-Eliza Wengren ft

865.6292, Becky Grant
16.Grand Banks Schooner Museum
#100 Commercial Street

Boothbay Harbor, ME 04530 .

Tel. 633.5603
17. Historic Landmarks, Inc.

P.O. Box 312
York, ME 03909
Tel. 363-4974, Mary Pfilkh

.18. IslesbOro Historical Society
Islesboro, ME 04848
Tel. 734-6439, Dr. R.K. Pendleton

19, Kittery Historical and
Naval Museum
P.O. Box 453
,Kittery, ME 04027
Tel. 439-3080, Bruce Follansbee

a 31
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21. Maine Marine Museum
(Bath Maritime Museum, BMM)
961 Washington Street
Bath, ME 04530
Tel. 443.6311, Mrs. Marnee Small

22. Maine State Museum
State House Station 83
Augusta, ME 04333
Tel. 289.2301

23. Maine State Library
LMA Building, State House Station 64
Augusta, ME 04333
Tel. 289.3561, Reference Department

24. Monmouth Museum
Monmouth, ME 02259
Tel. 933.4444, A. Earl Flanders:

25. Moosehead Marine Museum
Box 1151
Greenville, ME 04441
Tel. 695-2716, Elliott N. Levy

26. Northeast Archives of
Folklore and Oral History
South Stevens Hall
University of Mairt at Orono
Orono, ME 04469
Tel. 581.7466, Sandy Ives

27. North Yarmouth Historical
Society
P.O. Box 391
Cumberland Center, ME 04021
Tel. 829.3628, Urusal Baler

28. Nutting Memorial Library,
Maine Maritime Academy
Castine, ME 04421
Tel. 326.4311, Ext. 246, K.H. Anthony

(conti ued)



29. Old Bet-wick Historical Society
South Berwick, ME 03908
Contact. Fred Green

P.O. Box 128
Rollinsford, NH 03869
Tel. 603-742-8583

30. Old Gaol Museum
York and Lindsay Streets
? O Box 188
York, ME 03909
Tel 363-3872, Kerry O'Brien

31 Orland Historical Society
Main Street
Orland, ME 04472
°NI. 469.2184, Doris Hutchins

32. Pejepscot HistoricAl Sciciety
11 Lincoln Street°
Brunswick, ME 04011
Tel. 729-4622, Elizabeth Copeland

33 Penobscot Heritage Museum
159 Union Street
Bangor, ME 04401
Tel 942-5766

' 34 Penobscot Marine Museum
Seasport, ME 04974
Tel 548-6634, Janice Kasper

35 Peary MacMillan Arctic Museum
Bowsloin College

- Brunswick, ME 04011
Tel! 72$ -8731, Ext 416, John Coffey

ti

ro r

36. Portland Museum of Art
111 High Street
P.O Box 4018, StatiOn A
Portland, ME 04101
Tel. 775.6148, Debbie Zorach

37 Portsmouth Athenaeum
9 Market Square
Box 848
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Tel 603. 431.2538

38 Raymond-Casco Historical
Society
c/o Ernest H. Knight
Raymond, ME 04071
Tel. 655-4231

39. Shore Village Museum
104 Limerock Street
Rockland, ME 04841
Tel 549-4950, Priscilla Adams

40 Sullivan-Sorrento Historical
'Society
c/o Mrs G.H. Watson
RFD 1, Box 104
East Sullivan, ME 04
Tel. 422-6253, Ruth Watson

41 The Tate House
1270 Westbrook( Street
Portland, ME 04102
Tel 772-2023, Mrse'M S Peabody

32

42. Thomaston Historical Society
Ktfox Street
Thomaston, ME 04861
Tel. 354-6822, Mrs. Frank Schoeder

43. William A. Farnsviorth Library
and Art Museum
P.O. Box 466
Rockland, ME 04841
Tel. 596-6457,_
Christine Bauer Rocimantczky

44. Willowbrook at Newfield
P 0. Box 80
Newfield,1v1E 0119.46
Tel. 793-27t4, tving or Mrs Perry

45/WirKt epesaukee Flagship Corp.
P.O Box 367
Weirs Beach, NI-1.03246
Tel. 366-5531, R.M. Brown
(operates M V. Mt Washington)

46. Penobscot Heritage Museum
Bangor Historical Society
159 Union Street
Bangor, Maine" 04401
Telephone- 942-0398, Pat Wood
(Instructional Resource Center,
Bangor Public Schools) t
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\Checklist of Maritime Oriented Materials arid -Services

.

.

.,

,

.

c

-

.
_

.

r

1

Museum,
Library,

torical
Soci ty

Paintings,
Drawings,
Sketches

Marine
Displays
Exhibits
etc.

Historical
Marine
Artifact

Contem-
porary "

'Marine .
Materials

Marine
Literiture
Assessable

Actual
Structure
of a
Ship etc.

,

Models
of Ships
Schooners
etc. ,

Other
Marine
Related
Materials'

1

2 X X X .

3 X X X X

4 X X ` limited r, ' X

5 X X X X

6 * X X X
.

4

7 X , X X X X

8 X . X

9 X

10 X X
.4

1 1 photos XX
12

13
.

14 - X X X

15, X limited X

, . 16 . X , X films

17 . X X Gundalows

18 X , X X .

19 . X , X X . X X X

20 photos limited .

21 X X X X__ X X X

22 X X . X X , )___-- .

23 X

24 X' X X .

25 photos X X X

26 limited ,
.

27'
,..____

, Archives

28 X X "X X,

29 X X X X - X . .

30 X X X X X

31 X

X X X Archives X

,
.

, (continued).
.
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Checklist of Maritime Oriented Materials
and Services Cont'd.

GP

Museum,
Library,
Historical
Society

Paintings,
Drawings,
Sketches

,

Marine 0
Displays
Exhibits
etc.

Historical
Marine
Artifacts\

Contem-
porary
Marine
Materials

Marine
Literature
Assessable

Actual
Structure
of a
Ship etc.

Models
of Ships
Schooners
etc.

Other
Marine
Related
Materials

1
33 X X ' X photos

34 X X X X X X X X

35 X X X
7

9

36 X X

37 X
.

X X a
..

38 X

39 X X X X® X

40 X periodically X .
-i

------- X) .
/1-

_ X

42 - -2'''' '45-X X X

43. X X X X

X X X X\'44

45 Boat trips

A List of Boatyards
The list of boatyardi giiien below was kompiled by Dr.
JohrtBattick, Maritime Historiah at the University of
Maine at Orono These include only yards in Maine,
Which are listed by County. This list is intended as a
partial listing. Other boatyards may be located in local
telephone directories or as advertisers in Wooden Boat,
National Fisherman, or Commercial Fisheries News.

The service code used in this listing is-.
A. Boatbuilding

Al in wood
A2. in steel
A3, in fiberglass

B. Shipbuilding
C. Repairs and service
D. Marine hardware and equipment

Lincoln County
Atlantic Boat Boothbay Harbor
Coastal Plastics, Inc., E. Boothbay
R.N. Fish and Son, Inc., Boothbay Harbor
Harvey F. Gamage Shipbuilder, Inc.,

S. Bristol
Goudy& Stevens, E. Boothbay
Hodgdon Brothers, E. Boothbay
George I. Hodgdon, Jr., Inc., E. Boothbay
J. Ervin Jones Co., E. Boothbay
Lincoln Canoes Inc., E.toothbay
Paul E. Luke, Inc., E. Boothbay
Padebco Custom Boats, Round Pond

A
A3
C
A, B

A, D
A
A

.A
A
A, D'
A

34

Reed's Shipyard of Boothbay, Boothbay
Harbor

Chetley A. Rittal Co., Boothbay Harbor
Frank L. Sample & Sons, Inc., Boothbay

Harbor
Shew & Burnham, Inc., S. Bristol
Todd Boat Co., Inc., W Southport

Penobscot County
Bandwin Boat Co., Orrington
Old Town Canoe Co., Old Town
Rivers and Gilman Moulded Products,

Hampden

Sagadahoc County
Bath Iron Works, Bath

SomerSet County \
Cordon Boat Co., Madison

A
C

A
A3

Ai \
A3
A3

A,2,
B,

Waldo County
Dark Harbor Boat Yard Corp., lslesboro
Duck Trap Woodworking, Lincolnville

Washington County
Clinton's Boat Shop, Beals
Osmond's Boat Shop, Beals
Passamaquoddy Yacht Co., Eastport

A3

. A
.Al

A
A
A3



3

York County
Dion Yacht Yard, Inc., Kittery
Rumery's Boat Yard, Inc., Biddeford

Cumberland County
Aeromarine Corporation, Brunswick
Even Keel Marine Specialties Inc.,'Yarmouth
John F. Fraser Co., N. Windham
Golten Ship Repair, Inc., Portland
Industrial Welding and Machine, Inc.,

Portland
O.P. Peterson Co., Portland 4.1.'
Sabre Yachts, S Catco
Sea Strahan Co.,' Portland
South Portland Shipyard and Marine

Railways Corp., South'Portland

t

Hancock County
Bass Harbor Boat Corp., Bernard
Blue Hill Marine, E. Blue Hill
Brook lin Boat Yaid, Brook !in
Eaton's Boat Yard, Castme

AIM

C
A

D
A
C
A3, C
C

D
A3
C
C

A
A, C
Al

-A ,

Henry R. Hin kley & CO., Manset
L & H Entetprises, Manset
Narramissic Corp., Orland
Jarvis W. Newman Co., Southwest Harbor --
Reinforced Plastics Co., E. Sullivan
James H. Rich Boat Yard, W. Tremont
Southwest Boat Corp., Southwest Harbor
Webber's Cove Boat Yard, Inc, E. Blue Hill

. John Williams Co., Inc., Manset
Winter Harbor Marine Trading Corp., Winter

Harbor

Knox County
J.O. Brown & Son, Inc., North Haven
Damariscotta Boats, Inc., Rockland
Georges River.Boatbuilding and Repair,
. Thomaston
Lash Brothers Boat Yard, Inc., Friendship
Lee's-Boat Shop,'Inc., Rockland
Morse Boat Building Co., Inc., Thomaston
National Sea PrOducts Inc., Rockland
Newbert & Wallace, Thomaston
Penobscot Boat Works, Inc., Rockport

44
' 35

A
A, C
A
A3,
A
A
A3
A3
C

A, D
A
A, C

A
A
A
A, C
A
A



Lines Plan for a Whitehall Boat

PROFILE VIEW
6 5

WL+el

LWL

WL -6"
1"......

t

I

KEEL

CENTER LINE-1

i

k

1

Bow

,..

...

0 . ,

SHEER LINE
5

F

I
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Body Plan for a Whitehall Boat

SHEER LI NE
2 7 16

STATION 3

AFT FORE,

a

W 611

LOAD WATER. LINE

WL-6's

TABLE OF OFFSETS
HALF BREADTHS

STAIR) N I 2 3. 4 5' '11 STATION
WL+6" 030 1 1 Z 200 i 116145 0 117 W1:+6"

LWL' 000 097 1 91 1 87 1 1 a 000 LWL
W L-6" 03J 132 I 44. ----- WL-6"

OFFSETS, GIVEN 'IN' FEET, INCHES, AND EIGHTHS
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Grand Banks Schooner
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'. Friendship Sloop
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Bottom Trawl

.11

O

SweeP
Floats

Wings Towing Cable

BOW'
11/

7 /
."

Cod End
Head Rope

Ground Cables

Foot Rope .

ti
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Door
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. Making abory Model

Aft-
.t.

Canoe Pcirts

Windward side
Amidships

ForeRibs
port"1141tiltilifiltiatilary

Leeward side

Keel

Starboard

Hull

41.

Freeboard
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Lobster Boat;tontinued
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DOWN LAST 40
-LOOTED soAr

WEIDE% COVE BOAT YAW INC.
EAST SWE HILL MAINE 04421

4401,247.374.21141


